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More than 90% of DNA does not code for proteins and for a long time these sequences were referred to as “junk DNA” due to their unknown purpose. With the advent of new technologies it is now known, that the non-coding part of the genome is of great importance for regulating gene expression and is therefore indispensable.

Transposable elements comprise about 50% of the genome and co-exist as symbionts regulated by epigenetic mechanisms - a highly defined machinery that controls gene expression and is mandatory for a proper development and maintenance of an organism. Although transposable elements are associated with diseases, their role in fine-tuning the host gene expression becomes more and more evident, which seems to justify the positive selection during evolution.

A transposable element called Line-1 was found to be active in neural progenitor cells and in the brain. Several studies report Line-1 transcription and frequent retrotransposition during normal brain development, with further evidence that Line-1 induced retrotransposition can influence neuronal gene expression. Today, there is few published data focusing on epigenetic regulation of transposable elements in neural progenitor cells.

In this thesis, I identify TRIM28 as key regulator of certain groups of transposable elements in mouse and human neural progenitor cells. This feature is unique compared to other somatic tissues, where DNA-methylation is prevalent.

Here I demonstrate, that transposable elements MMERVK10C and IAP1 in mouse neural progenitor cells are repressed by the establishment of H3K9me3-associated heterochromatin. De-repressed MMERVK10C and IAP1 furthermore activate nearby genes and generate long non-coding RNAs. Homozygous TRIM28 knockout is lethal, while mice with mono-allelic TRIM28 expression are characterised with a distinct behavioural phenotype.

Moreover we are also able to show that TRIM28 is regulating a fraction of young Alu-elements in human neural progenitor cells, which is not the case in human embryonic stem cells. Furthermore, we report that transcribed Alu-elements influence gene expression of close-by genes.

Studying pluripotent cells revealed that TRIM28 modulates transposable elements in mouse embryonic stem cells. Activation of transposable elements upon TRIM28 depletion induces changes in gene expression of close-by genes and causes alteration of the repressive chromatin mark H3K9me3 at transposable element loci. Upregulated genes were shown to have bivalent promoters, characterised by H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 and lay close to H3K9me3 regulated transposable elements. These findings in mouse embryonic stem cells are highly relevant for the interpretation of my studies in neural progenitor cells.

Taken together, this thesis demonstrates that the regulation of transposable elements in mouse and human neural progenitor cells is distinct compared to previous reports regarding somatic tissues. These results provide novel insights into why the brain has developed into such a complex organ with so many different cell types.
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In any given moment we have two options: to step forward into growth or to step back into safety.
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Abstract

More than 90% of DNA does not code for proteins and for a long time these sequences were referred to as “junk DNA” due to their unknown purpose. With the advent of new technologies it is now known, that the non-coding part of the genome is of great importance for regulating gene expression and is therefore indispensable.

Transposable elements comprise about 50% of the genome and co-exist as symbionts regulated by epigenetic mechanisms - a highly defined machinery that controls gene expression and is mandatory for a proper development and maintenance of an organism. Although transposable elements are associated with diseases, their role in fine-tuning the host gene expression becomes more and more evident, which seems to justify the positive selection during evolution.

A transposable element called Line-1 was found to be active in neural progenitor cells and in the brain. Several studies report Line-1 transcription and frequent retrotransposition during normal brain development, with further evidence that Line-1 induced retrotransposition can influence neuronal gene expression. Today, there is few published data focusing on epigenetic regulation of transposable elements in neural progenitor cells.

In this thesis, I identify TRIM28 as key regulator of certain groups of transposable elements in mouse and human neural progenitor cells. This feature is unique compared to other somatic tissues, where DNA-methylation is prevalent.

Here I demonstrate, that transposable elements MMERV/K10C and LAP1 in mouse neural progenitor cells are repressed by the establishment of H3K9me3-associated heterochromatin. De-repressed MMERV/K10C and LAP1 furthermore activate nearby genes and generate long non-coding RNAs. Homozygous TRIM28 knockout is lethal, while mice with mono-allelic TRIM28 expression are characterised with a distinct behavioural phenotype.

Moreover we are also able to show that TRIM28 is regulating a fraction of young Alu-elements in human neural progenitor cells, which is not the case in human embryonic stem cells. Furthermore, we report that transcribed Alu-elements influence gene expression of close-by genes.

Studying pluripotent cells revealed that TRIM28 modulates transposable elements in mouse embryonic stem cells. Activation of transposable elements upon TRIM28 depletion induces changes in gene expression of close-by genes and causes alteration of the repressive chromatin mark H3K9me3 at transposable element loci. Upregulated genes were shown to have bivalent promoters, characterised by H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 and lay close to H3K9me3 regulated transposable elements. These findings in mouse embryonic stem cells are highly relevant for the interpretation of my studies in neural progenitor cells.
Taken together, this thesis demonstrates that the regulation of transposable elements in mouse and human neural progenitor cells is distinct compared to previous reports regarding somatic tissues. These results provide novel insights into why the brain has developed into such a complex organ with so many different cell types.
Lay Summary

In an organism the DNA contains the entire biological information that is needed to be able to exist and function. Those segments, also known as DNA sequences are a genetic code, which is further packaged into units called genes. The entity of all genes is called genome. Today we know, that only a small proportion of genes encode for proteins, which are responsible for major biological functions in an organism, thus more than 90% of the DNA is referred to as non-coding DNA. For decades scientists were debating the purpose of the large non-coding proportion, and called it “junk DNA”.

Currently we know that the non-coding part of the genome actually plays an important role regarding regulation of gene expression. Gene expression converts the information that is saved in DNA sequences into cellular components with a specific function. Since the entire genetic code is stored in each cell of an organism, gene expression is a highly regulated process. Not all genes can be active in all cells of the body at the same time. Therefore it has to be assured that only those genes, which are important for that specific cell type are activated. Different cell types are the basis for generating specific tissues, which are then further organised into organs. What happens to the majority of the genome that is non-coding DNA? Non-coding DNA has a distinct function in regulating gene expression. Processes that regulate gene expression are called epigenetic mechanisms. Those mechanisms can be seen like a light switch having two functions: switching “on” or “off”. Genes that are needed for the cell to function are switched “on” while genes that are not needed are shut “off”.

By winding DNA around histones, which is a certain type of proteins, DNA gets condensed and less accessible to be activated. DNA that is wound tightly around histones is called heterochromatin and keeps the DNA silenced and therefore inactive.

Since a few decades it is known, that about 50% of our genome are transposable elements, which are mobile genetic elements inherited over generations. Evolution is a continuous process characterised by optimal adaptation of an organism over millions of years to a changing environment. Transposable elements, if correctly regulated by epigenetic mechanisms, seem to have a positive effect on the host organism and are debated to drive evolution. If these transposable elements are not correctly regulated, they can cause many different diseases, like for example cancer. By now we know, that transposable elements can be active in the brain.

In my thesis, I investigate the regulation of transposable elements in mouse and human neural progenitor cells, which is a characterised cell type that is able to develop into several brain-specific cells. Therefore I have activated transposable elements in neural progenitor cells by removing their regulatory mechanism. I looked for resulting changes and found that these mobile elements are able
to switch “on” genes. I show that transposable elements seem to be important for the brain. The studies included in my thesis demonstrate that the regulation of transposable elements is different compared to what has been previously reported for other organs like heart or skin. These gained results provide novel insights into why the brain has developed into such a complex organ with so many different cell types.
DNA innehåller hela den biologiska information som behövs för en levande organism att kunna existera och fungera. Denna information består av segment, även kända som DNA-sekvenser, som bildar en genetisk kod, som i sin tur bildar enheter som kallas gener. Helheten av alla gener kallas för arvsmassan. Numera vet vi att endast en liten andel av gener kodar för proteiner som ansvarar för grundläggande biologiska funktioner i en organism. Av denna anledning beskrivs mer än 90% av DNA som icke-kodande DNA. I årtionden har forskarna diskuterat syftet med den proportionerligt stora andelen av icke-kodande DNA och kallat den för “skräp-DNA”.


Abbreviations

ALS  amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
Ago3  Argonaute 3
Aub  Aubergine
bFGF  basic fibroblast growth factor
bp  base pairs
ChIP  chromatin immunoprecipitation
ChIP-seq  chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing
Cre  Cre recombinase
CSF  cerebrospinal fluid
DG  dentate gyrus
DNA  deoxyribonucleic acid
DNMT 1  DNA methyltransferase 1
E 13.5  embryonic day 13.5
EGF  epidermal growth factor
EGFP  enhanced green fluorescent protein
EGFR  epidermal growth factor receptor
env  gene encoding envelope protein
EPM  elevated plus maze
ERV  endogenous retrovirus
fl  flox
gag  gene encoding for group antigens
H3K27ac  histone 3-lysine 27-acetylation
H3K27me3  histone 3-lysine 27-tri-methylation
H3K4me1  histone 3-lysine 4-mono-methylation
H3K4me3  histone 3-lysine 4-tri-methylation
H3K9me3  histone 3-lysine 9-tri-methylation
hERV  human endogenous retrovirus
hES cells  human embryonic stem cells
hNES cells  human neuroepithelial-like stem cells
hNP cells  human neural progenitor cells
HP1  heterochromatin protein 1
IAP  intracisternal A particles
IAP1  intracisternal A-particles class 1
Kap1  KRAB-associated protein-1
kb  kilo base
KD  knockdown
KO                      knockout
KRAB-ZFP              Kruppel-associated box zinc finger protein
lineRNA               long non-coding RNA
LINE                   long interspersed repeated element
Line-1                 long interspersed repeated element-1
LTR                    long terminal repeat
MeCP2                  methyl-CpG binding protein 2
mES cells              mouse embryonic stem cells
Mili                    Piwi-like protein 2 - mus musculus
Miwi2                   Piwi-like protein 4 - mus musculus
MMERVK10C              mus musculus ERV using tRNA\textsuperscript{Lys} type 10C
mNP cells              mouse neural progenitor cells
mRNA                    messenger RNA
OF                      open field
ORF                     open reading frame
PHD                    plant homeo domain
pi-RNA                  Piwi-interacting RNA
pol                    gene encoding reverse transcriptase
POL                    polymerase
RC-seq                  Retrotransposon capture sequencing
RING finger            Really Interesting New Gene finger
RNA-seq                RNA-sequencing
RT                      reverse transcriptase
RV                      retrovirus
SETDB1                 set-domain protein 1
SINE                    short interspersed repeated element
SOX1                    sex determining region Y-box 1
SOX2                    sex determining region Y-box 2
SUMO                   small ubiquitin-like modifier
SVA-family              Sines, VNRT and Alu-elements
SVZ                    subventricular zone
t-RNA                  transfer RNA
TDB-43                 TAR DNA-binding protein 43
TE                      transposable element
TF                      transcription factor
Tif1β                   transcriptional intermediary factor 1β
TRIM28                 tripartite motif-containing 28
UTR                    untranslated region
WT                      wild type
Introduction

Transposable Elements

Transposable elements (TEs) are mobile genetic elements, which comprise almost 50% of the genome (Baillie et al., 2011; Bannert and Kurth, 2004; Castro-Diaz et al., 2014; Cordaux and Batzer, 2009; Cowley and Oakey, 2013; Feschotte, 2008; Hancks and Kazazian, 2012; Hua-Van et al., 2011; Mills et al., 2007; Muotri et al., 2007; Pi et al., 2010; Reilly et al., 2013; Rowe and Trono, 2011; Sundaram et al., 2014; Xing et al., 2009). Barbara McClintock pioneered the field of TEs already in the mid-20th century, although initially criticised for her hypothesis, she was finally awarded with the Nobel Prize in 1983 for her discovery of TEs (Bannert and Kurth, 2004; Cowley and Oakey, 2013; Hua-Van et al., 2011; Reilly et al., 2013). For a long time, the non-coding part of the genome was referred to as “junk” because those parts are known to be non-protein-coding regions (Hua-Van et al., 2011; Muotri et al., 2007; Pi et al., 2010; Reilly et al., 2013).

Today we know, that the life of a cell depends on the interplay of genetics, epigenetics and environment, which are all essential factors for gene regulation (Hua-Van et al., 2011; Muotri et al., 2007). The previous assumptions that TEs are only parasitic genome invaders seem to be out of date. Nowadays we rather pursue the question of benefits for landscaping the host genome due to the positive selection during evolution (Hua-Van et al., 2011; Reilly et al., 2013).

Recent research has recognised the impact of TEs on host regulatory networks and therefore acknowledged their role in shaping the genome (Feschotte, 2008; Hua-Van et al., 2011; Kunarso et al., 2010; Muotri et al., 2007). Mobility of these elements can result in nucleotide changes and chromosome rearrangements, which are furthermore passed on to following generations (Hua-Van et al., 2011; Muotri et al., 2007). Certain copies of TEs can be very specific to individuals, while several families of TEs are unique for certain species (Hua-Van et al., 2011). Interestingly, no alleles are found to be spared of integration (Bannert and Kurth, 2004). Transposons are characterised by the ability to move within the same genome, without infecting other cells (Hua-Van et al., 2011). They are divided into two major classes: Class I and Class II transposons (Feschotte, 2008). Class I transposons have the ability to transpose via “copy-and-paste” mechanism. Therefore DNA is transcribed into an RNA intermediate and later reverse transcribed by the help of reverse transcriptase (RT). The eukaryotic genome is mainly composed of few Long Terminal Repeat (LTR) transposons and a large group of non-LTR transposons consisting of Long INterspersed repeated Elements (LINEs), Short INterspersed repeated Elements (SINEs) and Alu-elements (Bannert and Kurth, 2004; Cordaux and Batzer, 2009; Hancks and Kazazian, 2012; Hua-Van et al., 2011; Kannan et al., 2015; Reilly et al., 2013). SINEs and LINEs are the most abundant and active elements in the human genome (Cordaux and Batzer, 2009) and characterised by a poly-A tail at their 3’ end (Dewannieux and Heidmann, 2013; Hancks and Kazazian,
Activated SINEs and LINEs are associated with diseases (Bannert and Kurth, 2004).

The major difference between LTR-transposons (or also called Endogenous RetroViruses – ERV’s) to SINEs andLINEs is the existence of the LTR (Hua-Van et al., 2011). LINEs are autonomous transposons, while SINEs are non-autonomous and need LINEs for their retrotransposition (Kannan et al., 2015; Muotri et al., 2007; Reilly et al., 2013). Class II transposons are DNA-transposons (Cordaux and Batzer, 2009; Feschotte and Pritham, 2007) and transpose to another genomic location via “cut and paste” mechanism; avoiding the RNA intermediate (Bannert and Kurth, 2004; Dewannieux and Heidmann, 2013; Hua-Van et al., 2011; Kannan et al., 2015; Reilly et al., 2013).

This introduction focuses only on Class I transposons, because DNA-transposons are known to be inactive or extinct since approximately 37 million years (Cordaux and Batzer, 2009; Reilly et al., 2013). In general, eukaryotic genomes seem to have a higher copy number of TEs when compared to prokaryotic genomes (Hua-Van et al., 2011). Taking a closer look into the human genome, the majority of TEs are comprised of LINEs and SVA-elements (SINEs and Alu-elements), while ERV’s appear in a lower copy number. The major impact of TEs is caused by their mobility within the genome, because they can “jump” close to or even insert themselves into genes, which can drastically influence gene expression (Hua-Van et al., 2011). The consequences reach from total inactivation of the “invaded” gene up to alternative splicing events (Hua-Van et al., 2011). Alternative splicing events eventually lead to genetic variations and enhance the mosaicism of gene expression (Hua-Van et al., 2011). TEs in the genome are found to be highly abundant in heterochromatin, especially in centromers and telomers (Dewannieux and Heidmann, 2013; Hua-Van et al., 2011).

**Endogenous Retroviruses - ERV’s**

ERV’s comprise about 7-8 % of the human and mouse genome and are Class I transposons that were discovered in the early 1970s (Ryan, 2004). The origin of ERV’s is not resolved yet. There are different theories regarding their emergence. The most pursued ideas are: either ERV’s descent from retroviral infections of the germ line or retrotransposons in the host cell developed a mechanism to escape from cells (Bannert and Kurth, 2004; Dewannieux and Heidmann, 2013; Rowe et al., 2013; Rowe and Trono, 2011). Through vertical transmission the infection gets passed on to the following generations and the virus becomes hereditable. When looking at the phylogenetic tree of different ERV families it is evident that each family descends from a single retroviral infection (Dewannieux and Heidmann, 2013). Only retroviruses (RV’s) with simple genomes became endogenous with the exception of spumavirus (Weiss, 2006). Simple RV’s are classified into alpha-, beta-, gamma-, delta- and epsilon-RV’s (Dewannieux and Heidmann, 2013; Weiss, 2006). So far no ERV’s were found to be associated with delta-retroviral infection (Dewannieux and Heidmann, 2013).

The ERV provirus is characterised by open reading frames (ORFs) flanked by one LTR on each side (Dewannieux and Heidmann, 2013). These LTR’s vary between 100 bp to 5000 bp in size (Kannan et al., 2015) and contain regulatory elements like promoters, enhancers, silencers and poly-A signals (Ryan, 2004). The ERV-ORFs can either correspond to retroviral ORFs containing genes that encode for the three major proteins: gag, pol and env, or in some cases ERV’s have lost the viral env-gene due to homologous recombination (Dewannieux and Heidmann, 2013). Some ERV’s possess
ORFs that are malfunctioning due to frame-shifts or premature stop-codons (Bannert and Kurth, 2004; Dewannieux and Heidmann, 2013) and are therefore inactive (Cordaux and Batzer, 2009). Currently more than 200 LTR-retrotransposons are described in Repbase, a database of consensus sequences of repetitive elements (Bannert and Kurth, 2004; Bao et al., 2015). The nomenclature of hERVs is based on the amino acid of the t-RNA that hybridises to the primer-binding site (Bannert and Kurth, 2004).
Incracisternal A Particles - IAPs

Incracisternal A Particles (IAPs) are a rodent-specific group of Class I LTR-retrotransposons, which are related to type D simian retroviruses, type B mouse mammary tumour virus and type C avian sarcoma virus. IAPs are randomly distributed over all chromosomes (Qin et al., 2010). This is evident through thousands of copies with a few hundred characterised as being autonomous (Ribet et al., 2008). Particularly in the mouse genome, these elements appear to be highly polymorphic (Qin et al., 2010). IAPs are associated with most mutagenic insertions in mouse characterised by promoter activity (Huang et al., 2012; Qin et al., 2010). The 7 kb long IAP provirus contains a protein-coding region (with functional gag, pro and pol genes (Ribet et al., 2008)) surrounded by LTRs and are divided into 4 family members: IAP1-4. More than 60% of the LTR insertions are found in anti-sense orientation. IAP1 and IAP1a, which are classified as the youngest and most active members, are able to generate viral proteins (Qin et al., 2010). Actively transcribed IAP sequences are only found in pre-implantation embryos and are inactive in somatic tissues where they are hyper-methylated (Hutnick et al., 2010). IAP-elements in general are described as rodent ERVs that have “lost” their env-gene. However a single active env-gene harbouring LAPE-D provirus with infectious properties was characterised. This finding leads to the theory that a single retroviral progenitor became endogenous by germ line infection (Ribet et al., 2008).

Long INterspersed repeated Elements - LINEs

About 20% of the mammalian genome consists of LINE-1 sequences (Boeke, 1997; Garcia-Perez et al., 2007; Hancks and Kazazian, 2012; Kano et al., 2009; Muotri et al., 2007; Reilly et al., 2013) and 3.2% of LINE-2 elements (Bannert and Kurth, 2004). LINE-1 is known to be autonomous and can therefore independently transpose within the genome (Cordaux and Batzer, 2009; Muotri et al., 2007; Reilly et al., 2013). LINE-1 elements, that are transcribed via polymerase II (Pol II) are approximately 6-7 kb long (Reilly et al., 2013). Their elements contain a 5´-untranslated region (UTR) with internal promoter, two ORFs and a 3´-UTR characterised by a poly-A tail (Boeke, 1997; Cordaux and Batzer, 2009; Hancks and Kazazian, 2012; Kannan et al., 2015). ORF1 encodes an RNA-binding protein and ORF2 encodes for a protein with reverse-transcriptase and endonuclease activities (Boeke, 1997; Cordaux and Batzer, 2009; Feng et al., 1996; Kannan et al., 2015; Mills et al., 2007). The stop-codons are mostly found within those ORFs (Mills et al., 2007). Both ORFs are necessary for retrotransposition (Hancks and Kazazian, 2012). LINEs consisting of only a solo-ORF2 are debated to be potential drivers for retrotransposition of Alu-elements (Mills et al., 2007). Transcribed LINE-1 sequences are stable for more than 24 hours and can be transmitted to the next generation (Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al., 2008). LINE-1 elements become inactive due to mutations, truncations and internal rearrangements (Cordaux and Batzer, 2009). On average there are 80-100 transposable competent LINE-1 elements in every individual (Brouha et al., 2003). Transposition mainly occurs during embryogenesis, but has also been detected at a lower level in male and female germ cells (Kano et al., 2009; Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al., 2008) and in the brain (Baillie et al., 2011; Muotri et al., 2005; Muotri et al., 2010; Upton et al., 2015).
**SVA-elements**

The SVA-family of retrotransposons consists of SINEs, VNRT and Alu-elements (Hancks and Kazazian, 2010; Wang et al., 2005b). These 2 kb long elements (Cordaux and Batzer, 2009) are known to be the most active elements in human (Baillie et al., 2011). Around 3000 copies of SVA-elements are found in the human genome (Wang et al., 2005b; Xing et al., 2006).

SINEs are transcribed by Pol III, do not contain any ORFs and are therefore non-autonomous transposons (Cordaux and Batzer, 2009; Kannan et al., 2015). These elements are completely dependent on RT derived from other transposable elements e.g. LINEs, which act in trans (Bannert and Kurth, 2004; Hancks and Kazazian, 2012; Kannan et al., 2015; Mills et al., 2007). The most abundant groups of SVA in human are members of the Alu-family (Muotri et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2005b). The 300 bp long Alu-elements are represented by more than 200 subfamilies in approximately 1 million copies per genome. Alu-elements are active since about 65 million years (Cordaux and Batzer, 2009). Today, 22 AluY and six AluS subfamilies were identified as most active among Alu-elements in humans. AluY members can also stand minor changes in their sequence and still retain their ability to transpose (Mills et al., 2007).

**Epigenetic Regulation of Transposable Elements**

Since some TE are retrotransposition competent (Bannert and Kurth, 2004) and thereby alter gene expression (Douville et al., 2011; Herquel et al., 2013), it is essential that these mobile elements are highly regulated.

The Miwi2 protein is involved in silencing Line-1 and LAP-elements in the male germ line. Miwi2 deficiency was shown to result in loss of DNA-methylation at Line-1 loci (Carmell et al., 2007; Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al., 2008). Further studies indicate that interaction of Mili and Miwi2 proteins with pi-RNAs, are essential for de-novo DNA-methylation of retrotransposons in male fetal germ cells (Aravin et al., 2007; Hancks and Kazazian, 2012; Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al., 2008). LAP expression is not only repressed through DNA- and histone-methylation, but also through small RNAs (Qin et al., 2010). In mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells LAP regulation is not dependent on DNA-methylation, which was confirmed by DNA methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1) deletion. Interestingly, differentiation of DNMT1 null mES cells leads to enrichment of LAP mRNA and proteins (Hutnick et al., 2010). These data suggest that LAP-elements in mES cells are regulated in an alternative manner (Hutnick et al., 2010), which was later described to be via TRIM28 dependent histone (H3) lysine 9 (K9) tri-methylation (H3K9me3) (Rowe et al., 2010). In most human tissues (ES cells and adult tissues) SVA promoters are hypermethylated with the exception of germ line cells (Hancks and Kazazian, 2012). SINEs, which are transcribed via their own Pol III are primarily suppressed by H3K9me3 (Varshney et al., 2015).
The role of TRIM28 in Regulation of Transposable Elements

TRIM28 (Kap1 or TIF1β) is known as epigenetic co-repressor of transcription (Cammas et al., 2000; Friedman et al., 1996; Sripathy et al., 2006; Wiznerowicz et al., 2007). Kruppel-associated box zinc finger proteins (KRAB-ZFPs) are transcriptional repressors that interact with the primer-binding site (PBS) of the TE and initiate epigenetic repression in ES cells by recruitment of TRIM28 to the locus of interest (Ellis et al., 2007; Urrutia, 2003).

TRIM28 was described to consist of an alanine-rich amino-terminus, a RING finger, B1 and B2 boxes of conserved cysteine and histidine spacing, a leucine-zipper and an α-helical coiled-coil structure. The carboxyl-terminus is characterised by Plant Homeo Domain (PHD)-finger and a bromo domain, which are involved in chromatin-mediated gene regulation (Cammas et al., 2000; Friedman et al., 1996; Peng et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2005a; Wiznerowicz et al., 2007). The bromo domain plays an important role in chromatin targeting by interacting with lysine-acetylated peptides from the histones H3 and H4 (Cammas et al., 2000; Friedman et al., 1996; Sripathy et al., 2006). Apart from this, the PHD-finger possesses an intermolecular E3 ligase activity, which triggers SUMOylation on several sites, especially nearby the bromo domain known as K779 and K804 (Ivanov et al., 2007) and thus

Figure 2. TRIM28-mediated regulation of transposable elements.
recruits the set-domain protein 1 (SETDB1) – a histone methyl-transferase (Schultz et al., 2002). SETDB1 methylates lysine 9 of histone 3 and induces H3K9me3-mediated repression (Bilodeau et al., 2009). SETDB1 is essential for the recruitment of heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) (Matsui et al., 2010). Proper HP1/TRIM28 interaction is absolutely necessary for transcriptional repression (Schultz et al., 2002; Sripathy et al., 2006).

Only during embryonic development does the interaction of KRAB-ZFP/TRIM28 induce epigenetic repression by the establishment of cytosine methylation (Quenneville et al., 2012). Several studies highlight the importance of TRIM28 regarding repression of TEs in mouse and human ES cells, as well as during early embryonic development (Rowe et al., 2013; Rowe et al., 2010; Turelli et al., 2014). Deletion of SETDB1 and TRIM28 leads to activation of transposable elements, which is in contrast to mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) (Matsui et al., 2010). Recently, it was proposed that ZFP809 plays an important role for the silencing complex during the establishment of heterochromatin in mES cells at ERV loci (Wolf et al., 2015). These results further indicate that DNA-methylation does not regulate TEs in mES cells, which was already previously described (Hutnick et al., 2010). TRIM28/SETDB1-associated H3K9me3 is silencing transposable elements in mES cells, especially during de-novo DNA methylation in early embryonic development (Karimi et al., 2011; Matsui et al., 2010). Recently, a study showed that the regulation of Line-1 elements in mouse and human ES cells varies among their subtypes, with older Line-1 members regulated by KRAB-ZFP/TRIM28, while silencing of the newer emerged members was clearly DNA-methylation dependent (Castro-Diaz et al., 2014). In another study it was presented that the regulatory protein SIRT6 ribosylates TRIM28 and together they establish heterochromatin at Line-1 loci. Loss of SIRT6 at those loci is associated with aging (Van Meter et al., 2014).

Transposable Elements – Drivers of gene expression

About 25% of the human promoters comprise of transposon-derived sequences (Bannert and Kurth, 2004). TEs in ES cells play a role during development and are beneficial for the host are dynamically regulated e.g. through recruitment of transcription factors (TFs) or the production of non-coding RNAs. Transposons that are associated with diseases are kept silent (Robbez-Masson and Rowe, 2015). Very recently it was shown that hERV-K is not only actively transcribed during embryonic development but also produces gag-proteins and virus-like particles (Grow et al., 2015). The link between TEs and transcription factors was recently reported by finding transcription factor-binding sides at transposons. Chromatin immunoprecipitation-sequencing (ChIP-seq) data reveals that TF-binding peaks are concomitant with “active” chromatin marks and a reduction in DNA-methylation (Sundaram et al., 2014). hERV’s are also shown to have distinct roles during gene expression: hERV-LTRs possess promoter and enhancer traits that can influence expression of close-by genes (Douville et al., 2011; Herquel et al., 2013). Activated hERV’s were also described during early development. hERV-H is expressed in hES cells and has a role in maintaining pluripotency by interacting with cell-specific transcription factors (Lu et al., 2014). hERV-R for example was found to be actively expressed in fetal tissue (Ryan, 2004). Recently it was shown that TEs have an enhancer activity in the rodent placenta and are therefore important contributors to the gene regulatory network (Chuong et al., 2013)
Alu-elements can render the host transcriptome by altering their own methylation state (Ryan, 2004). In hES cells, Line-1 retrotransposition into genes is associated with genomic DNA deletions (Garcia-Perez et al., 2007). Moreover, human LINEs are shown to generate processed pseudogenes but only if both ORFs are present (Esnault et al., 2000). Even from a distance, activated TEs not only influence transcriptional termination in cis (Li et al., 2012a) but also reduce elongation and furthermore induce changes in epigenetic marks of introns (Isbel and Whitelaw, 2012).

Besides exon-shuffling, retrotransposon-mediated 3’ transduction also leads to gene duplications and generation of novel gene families with SVA derived promoters, with a huge impact on the host genome (Wang et al., 2005b; Xing et al., 2006).

Alu- and B-elements, which are both members of the SVA-family, are significantly enriched in upstream and intragenic loci of genes with known functions. These numerous findings imply that TEs seem to contribute to host gene regulation as a consequence of positive selection during evolution (Tsirigos and Rigoutsos, 2009).

Transposable Elements – Contribution to Genome Evolution

From an evolutionary perspective transposable elements are of great interest, since they comprise such a large part of the genome and have furthermore the potential to actively contribute by adding new coding sequences or regulatory units (Feschotte, 2008; Kannan et al., 2015; Reilly et al., 2013). Line-1 and SVA-members independently evolved from single lineages (Cordaux and Batzer, 2009). Therefore, the high copy number of those non-LTR transposons as well as the fact of being active over millions of years gives a hint on their success of replication during evolution (Cordaux and Batzer, 2009). Following TE-associated events are known to be involved in genome shaping during evolution: insertional mutagenesis; creating and repairing of DNA double-strand breaks; micro satellite seeding; gene conversion; insertion-mediated deletions; ectopic recombination and transduction (Cordaux and Batzer, 2009).

Younger members of Alu and Line-1 are still found to actively retrotranspose in humans (Bannert and Kurth, 2004; Mills et al., 2007; Ryan, 2004; Wang et al., 2005b). The large proportion of transposable elements which was found in the genome obviously has an impact in shaping the genome by establishing genetic variation (Bannert and Kurth, 2004). Retrotransposition events occurring upstream of a coding region can result in exon-shuffling (Cowley and Oakey, 2013; Hancks and Kazazian, 2012).

Insertions of TEs were also found in 69% of human and 51% of mouse long non-coding RNAs (lincRNAs) and occur more frequently in introns as compared to exons, with most insertions occurring in promoter regions of lincRNAs. These results indicate that TEs play a role in evolutionary development of lincRNAs (Kannan et al., 2015).
Transposable Elements in the Brain

*Line-1* activation in general is associated with insertions, deletions, generation of novel splice sites, and fine-tuning of gene expression (Muotri et al., 2010). *Line-1* insertions predominantly occur in adult brains, but are found to be absent in other somatic tissues (Muotri et al., 2010) with exceptions in various cancers (Carreira et al., 2014; Helman et al., 2014; Lec et al., 2012; Solyom et al., 2012; Tubio et al., 2014). *Line-1* is therefore proposed to be a major contributor to genetic mosaicism in the adult brain (Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al., 2008; Muotri et al., 2010) but also in ES cells (Garcia-Perez et al., 2007) and during early stages of development (Garcia-Perez et al., 2007; Reilly et al., 2013). Several studies report *Line-1* transcription and retrotransposition in neural progenitor cells (Coufal et al., 2009; Muotri et al., 2005; Muotri et al., 2010), with further evidence that *Line-1* induced retrotransposition can influence neuronal gene expression (Muotri et al., 2005). Frequent retrotransposition events were reported during normal brain development (Li et al., 2012b). Designing a human *Line-1* element reveals retrotransposition events in adult rat neural progenitor (NP) cells *in vitro* as well as *in vivo* transposition in mouse brains (Muotri et al., 2005). NP cells, where active *Line-1* retrotransposition was monitored, are still capable of differentiation but preferably into neurons. Interestingly, decreased SOX2 expression upon differentiation seems to correlate with increased *Line-1* transposition. These findings propose SOX2 as regulator of *Line-1* associated retrotransposition in hippocampal neural progenitor cells (Muotri et al., 2005). Furthermore retrotransposition can be triggered by environmental stimuli. This was shown by an engineered *Line-1* EGFP reporter, which detected enhanced retrotransposition in hippocampal neurons *in vivo* of mice upon voluntarily performed exercise (Muotri et al., 2009). Similar results were observed in human NP cells, where a *Line-1* reporter assay showed 19 retrotransposition events in progenitors but not primary fibroblasts or astrocytes. Moreover significantly more *Line-1* copies were detected in cells derived from the hippocampus compared to heart or liver (Coufal et al., 2009). Retrotranspocon capture sequencing (RC-seq) leads to further evidence of somatic *Line-1* retrotransposition in human post mortem hippocampus and caudate nucleus. The vast majority of insertions (more than 80%) are strongly associated with younger *Line-1* members (Baillie et al., 2011). A recent study proposes improved RC-seq (Baillie et al., 2011) and reveals 13.7 *Line-1* insertions in hippocampal neurons (Upton et al., 2015), which is in strong contrast to an earlier publication that reported transposition at a very low frequency (less than 0.6 insertions per neuron) in human cerebral cortex and caudate nucleus (Evrony et al., 2012). In contrast to the retrotransposition frequency in neurons, only 6.5 *Line-1* insertions were found in glia. Genes that were found to be upregulated in the hippocampus were prevalent for *Line-1* insertions in neurons and glia. Somatic insertions occur in both, neurons and glia and have a strong preference for protein-coding regions (Upton et al., 2015).

The methyl-CpG binding protein 2 (MeCP2) is involved in the establishment of DNA-methylation. A study in mouse shows, that neurons lacking MeCP2 demonstrate increased *Line-1* retrotransposition (Muotri et al., 2010). Disturbance of DNA methylation in neural progenitor cells leads to *Line-1* activation (about 80 new insertions) and is associated with neurodevelopmental diseases like the RETT syndrome (Hancks and Kazazian, 2012; Muotri et al., 2010). TAR DNA-binding protein 43 (TDB-43) was described as regulator of TEs in rodents and humans. TDB-43 dysfunction is associated with upregulation of TEs and furthermore results in neurodegeneration (Li et al., 2012b). Interestingly in mice, TRIM28 deletion in the adult hippocampus causes significant anxious-like behaviour and elevated movement and a shift from repressive chromatin (H3K9me3) to “open”
chromatin marks (histone-3 and –4 acetylation) (Jakobsson et al., 2008). Another study shows that in the hippocampus, environmental stress leads to an increase of H3K9me3 at loci of transposable elements as a response to acute stress (Hunter et al., 2012). Single cell sequencing of human neuronal nuclei reveals, that Line-1 retrotransposition rarely occurs in the cerebral cortex and caudate nucleus in human brains, but may play a higher role in other brain areas e.g. the hippocampus with a potential role in neuronal diversity (Evrony et al., 2012). Mutations that cause neurofibromatosis type 1 are associated with 18 insertions mediated by retrotransposition events (Hancks and Kazazian, 2012).

hERV’s have many implementations in neurological disorders, hERV-H for example is associated with multiple sclerosis (Ryan, 2004). hERV-K which belongs to the younger ERV-members (Grow et al., 2015), is highly expressed in neurons of the frontal lobe of patients suffering from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). RT expression was not only found in serum of patients but also in serum of first grade relatives. These observations indicate the possibility of inheriting an activated hERV, and furthermore propose hERV-K as suitable marker for ALS (Douville et al., 2011). hERV-W expression was found in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of recent-onset but also chronic schizophrenia patients as well as in post mortem samples of frontal cortex (Karlsson et al., 2001) Besides exogenous viruses, endogenous retroviruses also show implications in the development of prion diseases: RNA transcripts of several hERV members are enriched in the CSF of patients diagnosed with sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease; especially hERV-W, hERV-K and hERV-T (Jeong et al., 2010).

Furthermore retrotransposition competent elements were described in Drosophila melanogaster (Perrat et al., 2013; Waddell et al., 2014). The Drosophila genome harbours around 1500 mobile elements categorised into approximately 100 transposon classes. TE’s in the fruit fly show a lot of similarities to transposons found in vertebrates. A very well characterised Drosophila LTR-transposon for example is gypsy, which was described to possess three ORFs (Perrat et al., 2013; Waddell et al., 2014). Active and therefore mobile LTR- and non-LTR-like transposons are found in the brains of fruit flies, which is similar to Line-1 retrotransposition in rodents and human. Silencing of transpositions in the Drosophila brain is associated with the establishment of H3K9me3. Although there is no evidence for adult neurogenesis in the fly brain, deep sequencing suggests that active retrotransposition events contribute to somatic mosaicism specifically in the population of αβ neurons in mushroom bodies (MB) of Drosophila brains (Waddell et al., 2014). Furthermore pi-RNA mediated repression was found to be decreased in αβ neurons which was concomitant with low levels of RNA-binding proteins Argonaute 3 (Ago3) and Aubergine (Aub) in αβ neurons and correlates with increased retrotransposition (Perrat et al., 2013; Waddell et al., 2014).

Transposable Elements Implications in other Diseases

About 10% of spontaneous mutations are caused by transposable elements (Matsui et al., 2010). LINEs for example are associated with mutagenesis in humans (Esnault et al., 2000). Already in the late 1980s it was shown that Line-1 insertions have the potential to cause haemophilia A (Kazazian et al., 1988) SV40-elements are highly active in the human genome and the consequence of their insertions are implicated in diseases (Mills et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2005b) About 0.4% of genetic diseases are associated with Alu-elements that cause mutations, which influence gene expression and regulation as well as ectopic recombination. Alu-associated diseases include: for example neurofibromatosis, breast cancer and type 2 diabetes (Ryan, 2004).
hERV's on the other hand are associated with several types of cancer as well as autoimmune disorders (Ryan, 2004). For example hERV-K derived viral particles are found in cancer cells (Belshaw et al., 2005) IAP insertions in viable yellow agouti mice not only result in a change of coat colour (Cowley and Oakey, 2013; Isbel and Whitelaw, 2012) but these mice are furthermore prone to cancer and obesity (Qin et al., 2010). Although there was a strong belief that retrotransposition mainly happens in germ cells, it became more and more evident that most insertions happen in somatic cells and therefore play a major role in tumorigenesis (Hancks and Kazazian, 2012).

Neural Progenitor Cells

Neural progenitor (NP) cells are multipotent cells of the central nervous system that can self-renew, proliferate (Graham et al., 2003) and furthermore give rise to neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes (Carpenter et al., 1999; Taupin and Gage, 2002; Torrado et al., 2014). The progenitor defining properties are regulated by the interplay of Notch signaling and the EGFR growth factor (Aguirre et al., 2010; Graham et al., 2003). For long time it was thought that these cells are restricted to embryonic development but now we know that neurogenesis occurs in two specific locations of the adult brain: the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the lateral ventricle and the dentate gyrus (DG) of the hippocampus (Aguirre et al., 2010). These findings were confirmed by bromodeoxyuridine labeling of dividing cells (Gage, 2000; Taupin and Gage, 2002). Nestin (Taupin and Gage, 2002), SOX1 and SOX2 (Graham et al., 2003) are validated markers of neural progenitors. NP cells can be isolated from embryonic and adult brain and furthermore cultured for many different in vitro studies (Torrado et al., 2014). These cells can be expanded as neurospheres in vitro (Ahlenius and Kokaia, 2010; Torrado et al., 2014). Considering their properties of proliferation, NP cells are suitable models for studying cellular processes in vitro and qualify for studies of transposable elements.
Aims

The overall goal of my thesis was to study transposable elements in neural progenitor cells. In particular I was interested in what mechanisms are essential for their regulation and what impact their de-regulation might have on a genome-wide scale. Here, I would like to list the major aims of this thesis on which we based our studies:

I. To show that TRIM28 plays a major role in regulating transposable elements in mouse neural progenitor cells by the establishment of the heterochromatin mark H3K9me3, which is unique for somatic tissues. Furthermore, I wanted to investigate the impact of transposon activation on the whole transcriptome.

II. To investigate if our findings regarding TRIM28 dependent regulation of transposable elements in mouse neural progenitor cells are translatable to human neural progenitor cells. Additionally it was of great interest to study the fraction of transposable elements, which is controlled by TRIM28 mediated repression and furthermore to investigate the effect of their activation.
Results and Comments

The transcriptional co-repressor TRIM28 is known to regulate transposable elements in embryonic stem cells (Rowe et al., 2013; Rowe et al., 2010; Turelli et al., 2014) but not in somatic tissues (Matsui et al., 2010). Several studies show that certain families of transposable elements are highly active in mouse and human brain (Coufal et al., 2009; Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al., 2008; Muotri et al., 2005; Muotri et al., 2010).

In this thesis, I demonstrate that regulation of transposons in mouse and human neural progenitor cells is distinct compared to reported studies regarding other somatic tissues (Matsui et al., 2010). In this section, I am summarising the key findings of Paper I and II and I will relate those to findings from Paper III, a study about TRIM28 as regulator of transposable elements in mouse embryonic stem cells.

Establishment of a conditional TRIM28 Knockout in mouse Neural Progenitor Cells (Paper I)

In the initial step of this study, I have set up a mouse breeding of male mice expressing Cre recombinase under a Nestin promoter with females carrying homozygous floxed TRIM28 alleles as described previously (Tronche et al., 1999; Weber et al., 2002). Embryos were collected at E 13.5 and mouse neural progenitor (mNP) cell cultures of embryonic forebrain were established (Figure 3A). The knockout was verified by genotyping all collected embryos (Figure 3B) as well as by immunocytochemistry demonstrating the lack of TRIM28 protein (Figure 3C). Furthermore, I wanted to investigate whether TRIM28 deficiency in the embryonic forebrain has an impact on brain development, in particular in regards to brain morphology. Thus, embryos were collected at two different time points E 13.5 and E 15.5 (data for E 15.5 not shown) and histological analysis was performed. TRIM28 deficiency does not result in malformation of the developing forebrain or in cell loss, which was shown by Nestin and DAPI expression (Figure 3D).

Interestingly, homozygous TRIM28 knockout embryos were underrepresented in number (Table 1) comprising only 11% instead of the expected 25% of the total offspring.
Figure 3. Generation of TRIM28 knockout mouse embryos (E 13.5) and culturing of neural progenitor cells. 

(A) TRIM28 deficient mNP cell cultures. (B) Genotyping of TRIM28 knockout mNP cells. (C) Immunofluorescent analysis of TRIM28 protein expression in mNP cells. (D) Immunohistochemical analysis revealing the normal morphology of TRIM28 knockout embryonic forebrain and verifying the lack of TRIM28 protein as well as the normal expression of the neural progenitor marker Nestin.

Table 1. Genotypic analysis of offspring from mating NestinCre<sup>+/−</sup>;TRIM28<sup>fl/fl</sup> males with TRIM28<sup>fl/fl</sup> females at E 13.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotypes</th>
<th># of Embryos</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>exp. Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NestinCre&lt;sup&gt;+/−&lt;/sup&gt; Trim28&lt;sup&gt;fl/fl&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11 %</td>
<td>25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NestinCre&lt;sup&gt;+/−&lt;/sup&gt; Trim28&lt;sup&gt;fl/wt&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41 %</td>
<td>25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NestinCre&lt;sup&gt;+/−&lt;/sup&gt; Trim28&lt;sup&gt;fl/fl&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19 %</td>
<td>25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NestinCre&lt;sup&gt;+/−&lt;/sup&gt; Trim28&lt;sup&gt;fl/wt&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29 %</td>
<td>25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TRIM28 deficiency in mouse Neural Progenitor Cells leads to Activation of Transposable Elements (Paper I)

We performed RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis of mNP cells and further mapped those results against Repbase (Jurka et al., 2005), a database containing consensus sequences of repetitive elements. We discovered that in TRIM28 deficient mNP cells a certain fraction of transposable elements was highly upregulated compared to wild type controls. Two groups or transposable elements attracted our attention: *Mus musculus* ERV using tRNA\(^{\text{Lys}}\) type 10C (MMERVK10C) and IAP1, which we found to be distinctively upregulated in mNP cells lacking TRIM28 protein. We also looked at other transposon families but either detected only a slight elevation in expression, when looking for example at *MusD* and *Line-1* (Figure 4A), or did not see any difference when compared to controls. To confirm these RNA-seq findings, we performed q-RT PCR using specific primer pairs detecting the expression level of MMERVK10C, IAP1, IAP-consensus, MusD and Line-1. IAP-consensus primers were designed to detect the expression level of the entire IAP-family. These results show a less significant upregulation of the transcript compared to the specific IAP1 expression (Figure 4B). From these results I conclude, that TRIM28 regulates a certain fraction of transposable elements.
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**Figure 4.** Analysis of upregulated transposable elements upon TRIM28 knockdown in mNP cells. (A) RNA-seq analysis: knockout samples were plotted against wild type controls; dots represent individual Repbase sequences. (B) q-RT PCR of knockout mNP cells show upregulation of a certain fraction of transposable elements.
mNP cells from TRIM28 depleted embryos show all expected properties of a neural progenitor cell. The cells continued to proliferate and could be expanded for more than 60 passages and expressed the neural progenitor marker Nestin (Figure 5A). However, when comparing TRIM28 knockout mNP cell cultures to wild type control cells, I observed that TRIM28 deficient cells had a tendency to grow in clusters and were less prone to attach to the culturing flask surface. In order to verify that TRIM28 deletion had no impact on the capability of differentiation, TRIM28 knockout mNP cells were subjected to a differentiation assay revealing that differentiated cells expressed β-III-tubulin and GFAP and thus demonstrated that these cells were able to give rise to neurons and astrocytes (Figure 5B). Hence, I conclude that neither TRIM28 deficiency, nor significant upregulation of transposable elements influence the potential for differentiation.

Figure 5. Immunocytochemistry of undifferentiated and differentiated mNP cells.
(A) TRIM28 knockout derived mNP cells express Nestin and are able to differentiate which is indicated by β-III-tubulin and GFAP expression (B).
TRIM28 regulates *MMERVK10C* in mouse Neural Progenitor Cells (Paper I)

We found *MMERVK10C* to be one of the two transposable elements in TRIM28 deficient mNP cells, which showed the strongest upregulation. *MMERVK10C* was characterised as beta-like endogenous retrovirus, which recently invaded the mouse genome and was described to be present as provirus in about 20 loci but also in over 1000 incomplete loci (Reichmann et al., 2012). We analysed the *MMERVK10C* provirus using RetroTractor software (Sperber et al., 2007) To investigate the expression level of the *MMERVK10C* provirus in TRIM28 knockout mNP cells, we designed primers recognising LTR, gag, pol and env and found a 170-fold upregulation compared to wild type controls (Figure 6A). By looking at the transcription of *MMERVK10C* provirus in TRIM28 deficient embryonic forebrain tissue, we discovered elevated levels of LTR, gag, pol and env (Figure 6B).
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**Figure 6.** q-RT PCR analysis of *MMERVK10C* provirus expression. (A) in mNP cells and (B) in mouse embryonic forebrain (E 13.5).
**MMERVK10C** is associated with H3K9me3 in mouse Neural Progenitor Cells (Paper I)

Previously it was shown, that TRIM28 is involved in the establishment of H3K9me3 associated heterochromatin (Rowe et al., 2010). Since we discovered that a certain proportion of transposable elements in mNP cells are regulated by TRIM28, this raised the important question, if TRIM28-mediated repression follows the same mechanisms in mNP cells as described for mES cells (Rowe et al., 2010). Therefore, I performed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments on TRIM28 knockout mNP cells, as well as on wild type controls, using a specific antibody against H3K9me3. For this analysis the same primers were used as designed for detecting the **MMERVK10C** provirus (**LTR, gag, pol** and **env**). The results revealed that **MMERVK10C** sequences are enriched for H3K9me3 in mNP cells by showing a substantial loss of H3K9me3 at **MMERVK10C** proviral loci upon TRIM28 depletion (Figure 7). These findings suggest, that **MMERVK10C** is repressed by TRIM28-mediated heterochromatin.
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**Figure 7.** Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) for H3K9me3 investigating the heterochromatin state of **MMERVK10C** provirus in mNP cells.
Analysis of *IAP1* Expression in mouse Neural Progenitor Cells (Paper I)

According to our RNA-seq data, the second group of transposable elements that we discovered to be highly expressed upon TRIM28 depletion were *IAP1*-elements. These transposons are known for their ability to retrotranspose and are specifically found in the mouse genome (Qin et al., 2010). The RNA-seq results were confirmed by q-RT PCR, using primer pairs that detect *IAP1-LTR* and *IAP-pol* (Figure 8A). When investigating the chromatin state of *IAP1* loci upon TRIM28 knockdown (using the above mentioned primers *IAP1-LTR* and *IAP-pol*), we were able to determine that these loci are less enriched for H3K9me3 compared to wild type mNP cells (Figure 8B). These data are in line with our findings regarding TRIM28 mediated H3K9me3 of *MMERV/K10C* proviral loci. By performing immunocytochemistry using an *IAP* antibody, we were able to detect IAP-gag protein expression (Figure 8C). Taken together these data not only demonstrate active *IAP1-gag* transcription in TRIM28 deficient mNP cells, but furthermore shows that in fact the transcribed *IAP1-gag* actually results in active translation of a transposon derived protein.
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*Figure 8.* Analysis of *IAP1* expression in mNP cells. (A) q-RT PCR analysis of different regions of the *IAP1* provirus. (B) Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) for H3K9me3. (C) Confocal analysis - investigating immunofluorescence of *IAP-gag* staining of TRIM28 deficient cells.
Activation of *MMERV/K10C* and *IAP1* leads to Transcription of Nearby Genes (Paper I)

RNA-seq analysis of TRIM28 depleted mNP cells revealed upregulation of 26 *MMERV/K10C* and 361 *IAP1* proviruses, which were mapped to exact genomic locations. Taken all proviruses together, 90 were found to be located nearby genes (<50 kb). In 25 of those genes the expression level was highly enhanced, while a reduced gene expression was only detected in 6 genes (Figure 9A). Genes with increased gene expression (due to the upregulation of the provirus), were on average 3-fold upregulated (Figure 9B). Proviruses, that were not upregulated upon TRIM28 depletion, did not alter the gene expression of close by genes (Figure 9B). Five genes that we found to be upregulated were validated by q-RT PCR: Fbxw19, Klrb1a, 240018L13Rik, Olfl1350 and ZFP932. These results generated by q-RT PCR confirmed the significantly increased expression of those genes, which is consistent with our findings from RNA-seq data (Figure 9C).

**Figure 9.** Activation of transposable elements results in transcription of nearby genes. (A) Change of gene expression upon TRIM28-dependent upregulation of transposable elements. (B) Mean change of host genes transcription upon activation of transposable elements. (C) q-RT PCR analysis of five upregulated genes.
TRIM28 knockout-dependent Activation of Transposable Elements results in Expression of Long Non-coding RNAs (Paper I)

We further investigated a highly activated IAP-element, which was only found expressed upon TRIM28 knockdown. 5 kb downstream of that particular IAP-element we found BC048671, a protein-coding transcript that is not expressed in wild type mNP cells. RNA-seq data revealed that transcriptional initiation at that IAP-element results in formation of a >10 kb long transcript, which extends into the coding sequence of BC048671 (Figure 10A and B). These findings demonstrate that activated transposable elements have the potential to act as transcriptional start sites. Looking closer into non-coding regions, we discovered that both MMERVK10C and IAP1 have the potential to activate expression of long non-coding RNAs (Figure 10 C-F).

Figure 10. Activation of transposable elements in TRIM28 deficient mNP cells results in transcription of long non-coding RNAs.
(A) Screen shot from UCSC genome browser shows induced transcription of BC048671 in TRIM28 depleted mNP cells. (B) q-RT PCR analysis of extended IAP-1 and BC048671 transcripts. (C and E) MMERVK10C and IAP-1 activate expression of long non-coding RNAs (D and F) q-RT PCR validation of non-coding RNAs.
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TRIM28 homozygous knockout is lethal (Paper I)

Our \textit{in vitro} studies of mNP cells derived from TRIM28 knockout embryos show a distinct impact on activation of transposable elements, which leads to the question, if transposon activation alters the transcriptome of the adult mouse brain. Therefore, I applied the same breeding strategy as used for culturing TRIM28 knockout mNP cells. Interestingly, when the 21 days (P21) old offspring was genotyped, none of the homozygous mice survived (Table 2). Here, I would like to add that one week after one litter was born, I discovered two mice smaller in size showing apathetic-like behaviour. Very soon after, these mice died for unknown reason and genotyping revealed that both mice had been homozygous TRIM28 knockouts (data not shown).

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|}
\hline
Genotypes & \# of Mice & Percentage & exp. Percentage \\
\hline
\text{NestinCre}^{+/\text{+}} \text{Trim28}^{\text{fl/fl}} & 0 & 0 \% & 25 \% \\
\text{NestinCre}^{+/\text{+}} \text{Trim28}^{\text{fl/wt}} & 33 & 26 \% & 25 \% \\
\text{NestinCre}^{-/-} \text{Trim28}^{\text{fl/fl}} & 42 & 32 \% & 25 \% \\
\text{NestinCre}^{-/-} \text{Trim28}^{\text{fl/wt}} & 54 & 42 \% & 25 \% \\
\hline
\text{Total} & 129 & 100 \% & 100 \% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Genotypic analysis of offspring (P21) from mating \text{NestinCre}^{+/\text{+}},\text{TRIM28}^{\text{fl/wt}} \text{males with TRIM28}^{\text{fl/fl}} \text{females.}}
\end{table}
Mono-allelic TRIM28 Expression results in Behavioural Phenotype (Paper I)

Observing the born offspring consisting of TRIM28 heterozygous mice and their wild type littermates, I could see that a subset of mice was behaving in a more active manner. Therefore I decided to perform behavioural experiments. I have chosen the Open Field (OF) to study activity and the Elevated Plus Maze (EPM) to investigate anxiety-like behaviour. Interestingly, mice with a mono-allelic TRIM28 expression were significantly more active than their wild type littermates when performing the OF test (Figure 11A). Furthermore, I measured that heterozygous TRIM28 mice were spending more time in the open arms of the EPM indicating decreased anxiety-like behaviour compared to control mice (Figure 11B).

Figure 11. Heterozygous TRIM28 deletion leads to behavioural phenotype in adult mice.
(A) Examination of total amount of line crossing in the Open Field behavioural test. (B) Investigation of open arm entries, % time spent in open arms and total distance moved in the Elevated Plus Maze.
Expression of Transposable Elements in human Neural Progenitor Cells (Paper II)

Our findings in Paper I lead to the question if our results in mNP cells are applicable to the human neural progenitor (hNP) cells. For studying transposable elements in hNP cells, we obtained human neuroepithelial-like stem (hNES) cells (Figure 12A), which have been previously described (Falk et al., 2012). hNES cells were characterised as such by immunocytochemistry expressing the progenitor markers Nestin, SOX1 and SOX2 (Figure 12B). Subsequently, it was interesting to investigate the baseline expression of transposable elements in hNES cells and compare the results to human hES cells. We performed RNA-seq of hNES cells and compared all reads of transposable elements to RNA-seq data, which was previously published about human embryonic stem (hES) cells (Turelli et al., 2014). We revealed higher transcriptional expression of \textit{Alu}-elements and a similar expression of \textit{Line-1} when comparing hNES cells to hES cells. Interestingly we noticed \textit{ERVs} are predominantly silenced in hNES cells (Figure 12C).

Figure 12. Characterisation of hNES cells. (A) Brightfield image of hNES cells. (B) Immunohistochemical analysis of neural progenitor markers: Nestin, SOX1 and SOX2. (C) RNA-seq data of hNES and hES cells comparing mean expression of \textit{Line-1}, \textit{Alu} and \textit{ERV}.
TRIM28 knockdown in human Neural Progenitor Cells leads to Upregulation of Alu-elements (Paper II)

To achieve an efficient shRNA-mediated knockdown of TRIM28, I performed lenti viral transduction of hNES cells. hNES cells were transduced and collected 48 hours post transduction (Figure 13A). At first the knockdown was verified by q-RT PCR analysis (Figure 13B) and subsequently RNA-seq was performed.

RNA-seq analysis revealed an increased expression of human-specific Alu-elements upon knockdown, while the expression level of Line-1 and ERVs was not altered (Figure 13C). These results were compared to a published data set (Turelli et al., 2014), where the same shRNA-mediated knockdown was performed on hES cells. Interestingly, in hES cells Alu-elements were not upregulated upon TRIM28 knockdown (Figure 13D). We found that TRIM28 regulates different transposable elements in hNES cells compared to hES cells.

Figure 13. TRIM28 knockdown and validation of Alu, Line-1 and ERV expression in hNES and hES cells. (A) GFP expression of hNES cells transduced with TRIM28 knockdown and GFP-control vector. (B) q-RT PCR validation of TRIM28 knockdown in hNES cells. (C) RNA-seq analysis of Alu, Line-1 and ERV expression upon TRIM28 knockdown (day 2). (D) RNA-seq data of Alu expression in hES cells after TRIM28 knockdown.
TRIM28 controls Young Alu-elements in human Neural Progenitor Cells (Paper II)

The Alu-family (more than 1.1 million elements) is classified according to the time point they invaded the human genome. AluJ was described to be an older Alu subpopulation compared to the younger members AluS and AluY (Tsirigos and Rigoutsos, 2009). When comparing different members of the Alu-family in our RNA-seq data, we found that AluY appears to be activated upon TRIM28 knockdown (Figure 14A). Alu-elements, which are usually controlled by Pol III driven promoters, have the tendency to be transcribed with help of the host Pol II when located within a gene.

Looking at the genome of TRIM28-deficient hNES cells, we were especially interested in which Alu-elements are highly expressed and furthermore their exact genomic location. Upon TRIM28 knockdown we found AluYm1 and AluYa5 to be independently expressed, suggesting that the activation of these elements relies on their own Pol III-driven promoter, indicating that their transcription is not a downstream effect of host gene transcription (Figure 14B).

It was recently described (Varshney et al., 2015) that histone modifications play a distinct role in regulation of Alu-elements. In line with these data we found that DNA-methyltransferase DNMT1 knockdown in hNES cells does not result in activation of AluYa5 transcription (Figure 14C), revealing that TRIM28 has a significant role in silencing a subset of Alu-elements e.g. AluYa5 in hNES cells (Figure 14D).
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**Figure 14.** Analysis of Alu-elements in TRIM28 and DNMT1 knockdown.

(A) Mean global expression of Alu-subfamilies in TRIM28 knockdown and control. (B) Screen shots from UCSC genome browser showing AluYm1 and AluYa5 expression upon TRIM28 knockdown. (C) q-RT PCR analysis of AluYa5 expression upon DNMT1 knockdown in hNES cells. (D) AluYa5 expression upon TRIM28 knockdown in hNES cells.
TRIM28-controlled *Alu*-elements affect Expression of Nearby Genes (Paper II)

We found 392 genes within a distance of 50 kb of 154 significantly upregulated *Alu*-elements (Benjamini-Hochberg corrected, p<0.05); when looking at RNA-seq data of TRIM28 knockout hNES cells. The majority of these genes were upregulated. Therefore we suggest that host genes close to *Alu*-elements are repressed as consequence of TRIM28 mediated silencing of these transposons (Figure 15).

![Cumulative distribution function](image)

**Figure 15.** *Alu* upregulation effects nearby gene expression.

TRIM28 repression of Retrotransposon-based Enhancers is necessary to preserve Transcriptional Dynamics in Embryonic Stem Cells (Paper III)

In brief, I would like to summarise the most relevant findings regarding TRIM28-mediated repression of transposable elements in mES cells and relate those to our results in mouse and human NP cells (Paper I and II).

TRIM28 deletion in mES cells was accomplished using a tamoxifen inducible Cre-lox-P system. As previously shown, TRIM28 silences endogenous retroviruses in mES cells with a distinct enrichment of H3K9me3 on transposable sequences (Rowe et al., 2010). Paper III reveals that TRIM28 depletion leads to activation of transposable elements in mES cells, inducing a change in gene expression of nearby genes. These findings are consistent with results we obtained in studying mouse and human
NP cells (Paper I and II). In mES cells, TRIM28-mediated regulation of transposable elements is associated with establishment of H3K9me3. TRIM28 deleted mNS cells show remarkable reduction of H3K9me3 associated heterochromatin (Paper I).

In the mES cell study (Paper III) we show that TRIM28 deletion causes a change of chromatin state regarding H3K9me3 at loci of transposable elements. Interestingly those genes, which were found to be upregulated have bivalent promoters characterised by H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 marks and are located close to H3K9me3 regulated transposable elements. Transposon activation was associated with a change from the repressive H3K9me3 state to active chromatin, characterised through H3K4me1 and H3K27ac histone marks.

These results from Paper III are very relevant for our studies in mouse and human NP cells, since similar experiments might give us a better insight in the consequence of activation of transposable elements. More research is required to improve the knowledge about the impact of transposable elements on the transcriptome.
More than half a century has passed since transposable elements were discovered to comprise a large fraction of our genome. For a long time the general idea was that TEs were parasitic invaders with no benefit to the host. If that was the case, why did evolution select in favour of these elements. Transposons are useful for phylogenetic studies, since the comparison of different families and subgroups of TEs can give important insights into the evolution of different species and time points of separation from one another.

Prior studies have noted that TEs are highly regulated by epigenetic mechanisms (Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al., 2008; Rowe et al., 2013; Rowe et al., 2010; Rowe and Trono, 2011). Interestingly, TEs, which are well integrated into the host machinery, perform different tasks that include fine-tuning of gene regulation (Muotri et al., 2005) and are involved in exon-shuffling to create a larger genetic diversity (Cowley and Oakey, 2013; Hancks and Kazazian, 2012). Therefore the epigenetic machinery has the important function to balance between the benefits and drawbacks for the host. TEs that are found to be associated with diseases are kept silent (Robbez-Masson and Rowe, 2015). Deregulation and resulting activation of those elements was reported in many studies of cancer, autoimmune disorders or diseases of the central nervous system (Belshaw et al., 2005; Carreira et al., 2014; Helman et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2012; Qin et al., 2010; Reilly et al., 2013; Ryan, 2004; Solyom et al., 2012; Tubio et al., 2014). It has been demonstrated, that the regulatory mechanism of these mobile elements is dependent on the cell type, the transposon family and the phylogenetic age. In pluripotent ES cells, TE regulation is dependent on TRIM28, while DNA-methylation induces stable silencing in somatic tissues (Matsui et al., 2010; Rowe et al., 2013; Rowe et al., 2010; Turelli et al., 2014).

This thesis presents an exception to this rule. Here I have identified TRIM28 as key regulator of a certain fraction of transposons in mouse and human NP cells, that is unique for somatic tissues. Although the types of TEs that underlie TRIM28-regulated repression vary between mouse and human, TRIM28 seems to regulate younger and more active transposons. Thus TRIM28-mediated control of specific TEs in mouse and human NP cells suggest that this repression mechanism is evolutionary conserved.

Here we discovered that TRIM28 represses different families of TE in hNP cells compared to the published data in hES cells (Turelli et al., 2014).

Another major finding of this thesis reveals that de-repression of TEs in NP cells activates transcriptional networks, which leads to transcription of nearby genes and long non-coding RNAs.

Taken together, these data demonstrate the potential of transposons on activation of transcription in multipotent neural progenitor cells. These findings indicate that transcriptional repression is a dynamic and highly adjustable mechanism and not a unified process.
Studies over the past decade revealed that certain families of transposable elements are highly active in mouse and human brain (Coufal et al., 2009; Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al., 2008; Muotri et al., 2005; Muotri et al., 2010; Muotri et al., 2009).

TEs are more active in NP cells or certain areas of brain (Coufal et al., 2009; Muotri et al., 2005; Muotri et al., 2010). These findings suggest that the cell diversity in the brain is affiliated with the activity of TEs, especially during neuronal differentiation (Muotri et al., 2005). Since retrotransposition was discovered in the hippocampus, the role of TEs in learning and memory is debated (Evrony et al., 2012).

Interestingly, TE-derived transcripts were found in patients suffering from psychiatric disorders (Karlsson et al., 2001). Nevertheless no evidence was found that those diseases are actually caused by activated TEs. Hypothetically, if disorders like schizophrenia are caused by mobile elements could these conditions be seen as a step during evolution to select for or against transposons.

In our mouse study for example we observed that mice with mono-allelic TRIM28 depletion show higher activity and less anxious-like behaviour. However, we can not conclude that these behavioural phenotypes are caused by transposable elements.

At present, several questions remain unanswered and research of the next few decades will hopefully help us to better understand, where transposable elements originate from and if they are the main drivers of evolution. More studies are required, to investigate how the host genome distinguishes between transposons that are beneficial and elements that interfere with its transcriptome. Furthermore we need to understand how the epigenetic machinery adapts the repression of TEs.

These and other findings will hopefully provide more insight and unravel the capacity of transposable elements as well as their mechanisms in disorders. Further development of existing techniques for example: retrotransposition assays, whole genome and single cell sequencing, as well as inventions of novel techniques will be highly valuable to study transposons and their role in the genome.
Materials and Methods

In this section I would like describe in more detail the most important techniques that I used for the studies in my thesis:

Transgenic Mice

All procedures were approved by and conducted in accordance with the committee for use of laboratory animals at Lund University. The generation as well as genotyping of mice with a floxed TRIM28 allele was previously described by (Weber et al., 2002). The Nestin-Cre mouse was generated and described as model to achieve Cre recombination in the developing forebrain (Tronche et al., 1999). Transgenic mice were backcrossed to a C57/Bl6-background for at least 8 generations.

Purification of total DNA from adult mouse-tail Biopsies

For DNA-extraction of a small tail biopsy (~0.2 cm) was lysed in buffer containing Tris [pH 8.5], 5 mM EDTA [pH 8.0], 100 mM NaCl, 0,5% SDS and proteinase K (20.2mg/ml – Fermentas). The samples were incubated either for at least 4 hours or optionally over night at 56°C. Saturated NaCl was added to each sample, subsequently vortexed and incubated on ice for 20 minutes; followed by a centrifugation step of 19 600g. The supernatant was washed with 99.5% EtOH followed by centrifugation of 5 minutes at 15 000g. Next the pellet was washed by adding 70% EtOH, followed by another centrifugation step at the same conditions.

The pellet was air-dried for at least 1 hour. The pellet was dissolved in 100ml TE-buffer (optional MilliQ-H₂O) at 55°C for 10-20 minutes.

Purification of total DNA from embryonic mouse-tail Biopsies

Although the protocol for adult mouse-tail biopsies is applicable to embryonic tissues, I have observed that using DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Quiagen) leads to a clearer result when comparing DNA band after electrophoresis. Therefore, I decided to use the kit for all DNA extractions of embryonic tissues.

Embryonic mouse-tails were lysed in ATL buffer after adding proteinase K. The samples were vortexed und incubated until the tissue was lysed (approximately for 40 minutes) at 56°C. The samples were vortexed before and after AL buffer was added. EtOH was added and the biopsies were vortexed again before being loaded onto a DNeasy Mini spin column placed in a 2 ml collection tube. The
flow-through was discharged after the samples were centrifuged at > 6000 g for 1 minute at room temperature.

The column membranes were washed with AW1 at > 6000 g for 1 minute followed by a washing step with AW2 buffer for 3 minutes at 20 000 g. DNA was eluted in 200 µl AE buffer.

Purification of total DNA from Cultured Cells

DNA extraction from cells was performed using DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Quiagen). Cells were harvested, the cell pellet was resuspended in PBS and Proteinase K and incubated for 10 minutes at 56°C in AL buffer. Hereafter the extraction was preceded like described in the paragraph above.

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) to determine the Nestin Cre TRIM28 Mouse Genotype

The PCR reaction mix for TRIM28 and Nestin Cre was prepared as shown in Table 3 using following PCR primer (Sigma) summarised in Table 4.

Table 3: PCR Conditions for Genotyping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCR - Reaction MIX</th>
<th>Trim28</th>
<th>Nestin-Cre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MilliQ - H₂O</td>
<td>13.4 µl</td>
<td>14.4 µl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10xPCR buffer</td>
<td>2.0 µl</td>
<td>2.0 µl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dNTPs (each 2,5mM)</td>
<td>0.5 µl</td>
<td>0.5 µl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per Primer (10 mM)</td>
<td>1.0 µl</td>
<td>1.0 µl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taq polymerase</td>
<td>0.1 µl</td>
<td>0.1 µl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(DreamTaq™ Green DNA Polymerase - 500u)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA sample</td>
<td>1.0 µl</td>
<td>1.0 µl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total volume</strong></td>
<td><strong>20.0 µl</strong></td>
<td><strong>20.0 µl</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCR conditions for TRIM28:
The PCR was performed under following conditions: 3 minutes at 95°C, 30 seconds at 95°C, 30 seconds at 55°C, 30 seconds at 72°C, 7 minutes at 72°C, forever on 4°C - 35 cycles. Genotyping was preceded as previously described by (Weber et al., 2002).

Amplified sizes of DNA fragments - wild type:152 bp, mutant:180 bp.
PCR conditions for Nestin Cre:

The PCR was performed under following conditions: 3 minutes at 95°C, 30 seconds at 95°C, 30 seconds at 55°C, 30 seconds at 72°C, 7 minutes at 72°C, forever on 4°C - 30 cycles. Genotyping was preceded as earlier described by (Tronche et al., 1999).
Amplified size of DNA fragment: 100 bp.

Table 4: PCR Primer for Genotyping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRIM28 - 1</td>
<td>GGAATGGTTGTCATTGGTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIM28 - 2</td>
<td>ACCTTGCCCATTTATGATAAAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIM28 - 3</td>
<td>GCGAGCAGAATCAAGGTTCAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nestin Cre - forward</td>
<td>GCCACCAGCTTGCATGATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nestin Cre - reverse</td>
<td>GGAGCCGCGCGAGAAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCR-product Amplification via agarose-gel electrophoresis

2 % agarose gel was made using 1X TEA buffer and either SYBR.Safe DNA gel stain (5 µl / 50 ml gel - Invitrogen) or Advanced DNA-stain (3-4 µl / 50 ml gel – Nippon Genetics) was added.

The electrophoresis was performed using following systems: Easy-Cast™ Electrophoresis System with power supply PS 250-2 or VWR Power Source. The amplified DNA bands were compared to a 100 bp DNA Ladder (Fermentas).

Dissection of mouse embryos

Mouse embryos were obtained after mating TRIM28<sup>fl/fl</sup> homozygous females with Nestin Cre<sup>+/−</sup> TRIM28<sup>fl/wt</sup> heterozygous males. Vaginal plugs were examined carefully to determine the plugging date, which was designated as E 0.5.

Mouse uteri were excised on embryonic day 13.5 (E 13.5) after abdominal incision and kept on ice in KPBS. Embryos were collected from the uteri and embryonic forebrains were dissected by using the dissection microscope (LEICA MZ APO).
Cell Culture

*Culturing Neurospheres of dissected mouse embryonic forebrains*

For cell culture purposes embryonic forebrains were dissected in Leibovitz’s L15 medium 1x ([+] L-Glutamine, [+] L-Amino Acids - Invitrogen) or DMEM/F12 (Gibco); both of these media are equally fine to use. The embryonic forebrains were dissociated by adding trypsin and DNAse and incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C. By observation these cells had a lower survival rate compared to mechanical dissociation. Therefore, the forebrains were dissociated mechanically via pipette and cultured in mouse neurosphere complete medium (Table 5) containing DEMEM/F12, Penicillin/Streptomycin, L-Glutamine, Glucose stock 30%, 100X N2 supplement adding growth factors EGF and bFGF. Neurosphere formation was visible 2-3 days after generating primary cell cultures. Every other day 1/5 of the medium was added to the free-floating cell cultures. Importantly, the cell cultures should be prevented from attaching to the surface, to guarantee sphere-formation and therefore the flasks should be gently tapped on a daily basis. To prevent infections of the cultures, the cells should preferably be cultures in flasks compared to plates.

The cells were split every 7-10 days by dissociating the spheres and plated in a density of 500 000 cells / ml; counted by using trypan blue (Sigma) and a Bürker-chamber (0.1 mm / 0.0025 mm / 0.04 mm). The protocol was adapted from (Ahlenius and Kokaia, 2010).

*Figure 16. Embryo dissection of forebrain and cell culture.*
Neurosphere cultures are a heterogenous cell population. To be able to work with cells that are expanding faster and are more homogenous, I decided to generate neural progenitor cells from the established neurospheres. The expansion of these cells turned out to be more efficient.

Neurospheres were dissociated as performed during normal splitting procedure and cultured as previously described (Conti et al., 2005) on 0.1 % gelatine coated T-25 flasks (Nunc) in neural stem cell culture media.

Table 5: Cell Culture Media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neurospheres Basic</th>
<th>250ml</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEMEM/F12 (Gibco)</td>
<td>237.5 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penicillin / Streptomycin</td>
<td>2.5 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose (30% Sigma)</td>
<td>5.0 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Glutamin (Sigma)</td>
<td>2.5 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100X N2 supplement (Invitrogen)</td>
<td>2.5 ml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neurospheres Complete</th>
<th>50ml</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neurospheres Basic</td>
<td>50 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGF (R&amp;D System)</td>
<td>10 μl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bFGF recombinant</td>
<td>25 μl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human FGF (R&amp;D System)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSC Basic</th>
<th>250ml</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euromed-N (Euroclone)</td>
<td>242.5 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penicillin / Streptomycin</td>
<td>2.5 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Glutamin (Sigma)</td>
<td>2.5 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100X N2 supplement (Invitrogen)</td>
<td>2.5 ml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSC Complete</th>
<th>50ml</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSC Basic</td>
<td>50 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGF (R&amp;D System)</td>
<td>10 μl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bFGF recombinant</td>
<td>50 μl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human FGF (R&amp;D System)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hNES Basic</th>
<th>250ml</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euromed-N (Euroclone)</td>
<td>242.5 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penicillin / Streptomycin</td>
<td>2.5 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Glutamin (Sigma)</td>
<td>2.5 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100X N2 supplement (Invitrogen)</td>
<td>2.5 ml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hNES Complete</th>
<th>50ml</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSC Basic</td>
<td>50 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGF (R&amp;D System)</td>
<td>5 μl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bFGF recombinant</td>
<td>25 μl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human FGF (R&amp;D System)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B27 (Invitrogen)</td>
<td>50 μl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cell (NSC) complete medium (Table 5) containing Euromed-N medium, Penicillin/Streptomycin, L-Glutamine, 100X N2 supplement adding growth factors EGF and bFGF recombinant Human FGF. The cells were split every 2-3 days depending on their state of confluence using Accutase (PAA).

**Differentiation of Neural Progenitor Cell Cultures**

For differentiation, NP cells were plated in a density of 30,000 cells / cm$^2$ on laminin (Invitrogen) coated 4-well plates using mouse neural stem cell basic medium. Medium was changed every other day for a period of 7 days.

**hNES Cell Cultures**

hNES cells were cultured like described (Falk et al., 2012) on 0.01 % Poly-L-Ornithine and 0.5 % Laminin (in PBS – both Sigma) and using following medium conditions (Table 5) DMEM/F12, Penicillin/Streptomycin, L-Glutamine, 100X N2 supplement; adding growth factors EGF, bFGF recombinant Human FGF and B27. The cells were split every 2-3 days depending on their state of confluence; half of the culturing medium was changed on a daily basis. For the splitting procedure: medium was aspirated from the adherent cells and incubated in TrypLE Express for 3-4 minutes at 4°C until the cells detach. The reaction was stopped by adding trypsin inhibitor (both Invitrogen). The cells were spun down in preheated medium (without B27, EGF and bFGF) at 300 g for 4 minutes at room temperature. The supernatant needs to be aspirated completely before the cells are resuspended in medium for plating. Cells are plated in a density of 1:2 or 1:3 dependent on the confluency of the harvested cells. To be safe 1:2 split is recommended.

**TRIM28 Knockdown in human Neural Epithelial Stem Cells (hNES) using Lenti Viral Vectors**

Cells were plated at a density of 35,000 cells / cm$^2$. For the experiment hNES cells were immediately transduced with two different sh-TRIM28 vectors (plko.1_shKap1B_GFP and plko.1_shKap1D_GFP) as well as the control vector sh- plko.1_shLucA_GFP. The cells were either collected day 2 or day 4 post-transduction. RNA extraction and qPCR analysis were performed using specific TRIM28 primers (Table 6). RNA from both knockdown samples was sent for sequencing and the transcriptome was compared.

**Chromatin Immunoprecipitation – ChIP**

**Crosslinking**

The crosslinking of proteins to DNA was performed using the following protocol. Cells were harvested as usual and counted. Per crosslinking reaction 1 x 10$^7$ cells were used. Pelleted cells were resuspended in 10 ml medium. For the crosslinking 275 µl 37 % formaldehyde (Sigma) was added to the cells suspension and incubated for exactly 10 minutes at 4°C under slow rotation. The reaction was stopped using 625 µl 2.5 M Glycine (Sigma) and incubated for 5 minutes at 4°C under slow rotation.
The cells were pelleted at a centrifugation step at 1700 g at 4°C. The cell pellet was resuspended in 12 ml ice-cold PBS and spun at 1700 g at 4°C. That step was repeated twice. In the final step of crosslinking the cells were resuspended in 2 ml PBS and pelleted at 1700 g and 4°C. The cell pellets were frozen and stored at -80°C until used for further sonication. The crosslinking process is a very delicate procedure. The cells should be kept ice-cold during the whole procedure.

**Cell Lysis and Chromatin Shearing**

Cell lysis and preparation of DNA for chromatin shearing was performed using iDeal ChIP-seq kit (Diagenode) according to supplier’s recommendations. Shearing chromatin was performed by sonication using Bioruptor® (Diagenode). During the entire process of sonication the samples were kept ice-cold. The following protocol is approved for a volume of 200 µl of lysed cells. For a minimal variation in sonication, the procedures should be precisely performed under the same conditions. The Bioruptor® was cooled down with ice for about 30 minutes. The ice was removed and cold water was filled until 1 cm below the indication mark for maximal volume to be added and filled up with floating ice until reaching the mark. The sonication was performed for 40 cycles (30 seconds “ON” and 30 seconds “OFF”) at “HIGH” power setting. After an interval of 5 sonication cycles, the melting ice was replaced with fresh ice to maintain the same sonication conditions.

**Evaluation of Sonication**

There are many different options how to validate sonication. Therefore I decided to take aliquots of each sonicated sample to determine the sample quality for performing ChIP. 80 µl of sheared chromatin, 3 µl NaCl (Invitrogen), 5 µl Proteinase K, 1 µl RNase A (both Thermo Fisher Scientific) was incubated at 65°C over night. 4 µl Glycine and 200 µl Phenol Chloroform (Invitrogen) was added, vortexed and spun in Phase Lock tubes (heavy gel – EppendORF) for 10 minutes at 4°C. The aqueous phase was collected and 3M KAC (pH 5.5 – Invitrogen) and >2.5 volume cold 100% EtOH were added and incubated for 30 minutes at -80°C to precipitate the DNA. The samples were centrifuged 15 minutes at 4°C and 16 000 g. The pellet was washed with 70% EtOH and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 4°C and 7 600 g. Then the pellets were dried and resuspended in MilliQ-H₂O and incubated at 55°C. Loading dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added the samples and the DNA fragments were amplified by agarose gelelectrophoresis.

**Immunoprecipitation**

ChIP was performed using iDeal ChIP-seq kit (Diagenode) according to supplier’s recommendations. The H3K9me3 antibody (Diagenode, pAb-056-050) was used at 2 µg / reaction. Primer sequences are summarised in Table 7. PCR SYBR green quantitative real-time PCR reactions were run in triplicates with Roche SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Roche) using standard procedures.

To quantify the relative enrichment of each sequence a ΔCt for each sample was determined (CtInput - CtSample). The relative enrichment was then calculated by raising 2 to the ΔCt power. Relative quantification between KO and WT samples was performed by calculating a ΔΔCt-value for each pair of samples that were run in parallel (KOΔCt – WTΔCt). The fold difference was then
determined by raising 2 to the $\Delta\Delta$Ct power. The fold difference amongst pairs was then normalized to the Gapdh. All data are expressed as mean +/- S.E.M, based on the results of 3 complete independent experiments.

**Analysis of Gene expression – RNA extraction, cDNA-synthesis and quantitative Real Time PCR (q-RT PCR)**

RNA extractions were performed using RNAeasy mini / micro kit (Quiagen) followed by cDNA-synthesis (Fermentas); both were performed according to supplier’s recommendations. For cDNA synthesis the RNA concentrations of samples was measured. The RNA concentration that was used was in a range between 400ng – 2µg. For each experiment the same amount of RNA was used in all samples. Furthermore 2 negative controls were included; one of them excluded RNA, while the other one excluded Enzyme Mix.

For maintaining accuracy and reproducibility, the pipetting was performed using either the VarispanArm robot (Perkin Elmer) or the Bravo robot (Agilent Technologies).

q-RT PCR was performed using DNA-dye SYBR Green Mastermix and SYBR Light Cycler 480® (both Roche). Primer sequences are summarised in Tables 6 and 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b$-Actin</td>
<td>CCTTGACATGCCGGAGGAGCAGAGGCTCCTGCTT</td>
<td>$AluY5\ P1$</td>
<td>CAGGAGATCGAGACCATCCCCTACGCCTAGCTGATCTCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gapdh</td>
<td>TTGAGGTTCAATGAAGGGGTCGTAGTGAAGGCTGAGGCTGCA</td>
<td>$AluY5\ P2$</td>
<td>GCTCAGCCTGTAATCCCAAACTACGCCCGGCTAATTTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hprt-1</td>
<td>ACCCTGTCAAAAATCTCAGCGTTAGGTCGAGCCGCAG</td>
<td>$AluY5\ P3$</td>
<td>GCAGGGAATGGCTGAACTACGCTGTCGATCTGATCCTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIM28</td>
<td>GTCAATGACCGCAGAGGTTGCTGACTTCAGACAGG</td>
<td>$DNMT-1$</td>
<td>GATCGAGACCACGTTCCCTCTCCCATCAGTCATAAATCTT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: q-RT PCR Primers - human
**Immunocytochemistry**

Medium was rinsed off the cells with potassium-buffered PBS (kPBS) and fixed in 4% PFA (Sigma) for 10 minutes as previously described (Sachdeva et al., 2010; Thompson et al., 2005). After the protein fixation the cells were washed again with KPBS and incubated for 30 minutes in blocking solution containing (5% normal serum, 0.25% Triton X-100 and KPBS). In the following step the samples were incubated in blocking solution containing primary antibody at 4°C either over night or for 48 hours. The primary antibody incubation gives a better result with the prolonged incubation time. The primary antibody concentrations are found in Table 8.
The cells were rinsed in KPBS and incubated in fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibody (1:200 - Jackson Laboratories, 1:500 - Molecular Probes, 1:200 biotinylated antibody – Vector Laboratories) and DAPI (Sigma) for 30 minutes at room temperature in the dark. Samples that were incubated in biotinylated antibody were followed by an incubation of fluorophore-conjugated streptavidin for one hour at room temperature in the dark. The samples were rinsed and further kept in KPBS. The fluorescent images were acquired either using an inverted fluorescence microscope (Leica DFC360TX), or using the confocal microscope (Leica TCS SP8).

Immunohistochemistry on mouse embryos

Embryos were incubated at 4°C over night in 4 % formaldehyde solution (Sigma, Stock: 36.5 %) followed by incubation in 25 % sucrose-solution for 36 - 48 hours. The embryos were fixed and frozen in Tissue-tek (Sakura O.C.T™ COMPOUND) and sectioned on the cryostat (MICROM HM500M) in 14 µm coronal sections. The immunochemistry procedure was performed as described in the paragraph above (Immunocytochemistry).

**Table 6: Primary Antibody List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antibody</th>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Dilution</th>
<th>Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β-III-tubulin</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>1:1000</td>
<td>Promega</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFAP</td>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>1:1000</td>
<td>DAKO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAP-Gag</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>1:2000</td>
<td>gift from Dr. Cullen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESTIN</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>1:200</td>
<td>BD 556309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOX 1</td>
<td>rabbit</td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>Cellsignalling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOX 2</td>
<td>mouse</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>RND systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIM 28</td>
<td>mouse</td>
<td>1:1000</td>
<td>Millipore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Behavioural Tests**

For the behavioral tests NestinCre\(^{+/-}\) TRIM28\(^{fl/wt}\) males were mated with TRIM28\(^{fl/fl}\) females. A total number of age-matched male and female offspring were used (16 heterozygous and 44 wild type mice were tested).

All animals, starting at 3 months of age, were exposed to the open field test and elevated plus maze as previously described in (Jakobsson et al., 2008), with an interval of one week in between the tests. All behavioral testing took place during day light cycle. To eliminate odor cues, each apparatus was thoroughly cleaned with 70 % ethanol and dried after each animal.
Locomotion and reactivity to an open field was assessed in a white box (50 x 50 x 37 cm) under dimed and dispersed light conditions. The OF test was reported previously as standard test that evaluates locomotor activity consisting of a simple squared boxes where two adjacent sides of this square contain rows of beams. These beams form a coordinate system connected to a data processing computer. Each cube was examined for functionality prior starting the test; 8 tests were performed simultaneously. In this paradigm, each mouse was placed into the center of the field and allowed free locomotion during the 60 minutes test period. The total amount of line crossings of all four paws was captured throughout beam breaks (PASdata). Measures of total amount of line crossings are used as an index of activity.
To investigate the level of anxiety the EPM paradigm was performed, which was previously reported as a standardized test. The maze consists of two opposite open arms and two opposite closed arms (66 x 6 x 14 cm) arranged at 90° angles. The four arms are connected by a central platform (6 x 6 cm). The maze itself was elevated on a 70 cm translucent and stable platform under dimed and dispersed light conditions. In the beginning of the test mice were placed in the center of the maze being allowed to freely explore for 5 minutes. During that time, a video tracking software (Ethovision 3.1.16, Noldus) was recording the total distance moved, time spent in the center, open and closed arms, number and latency of entries to the open and closed arms. The total distance moved served as indicator of spontaneous locomotor activity, while the differences in times spent in the open compared to the closed arms are a measurement of anxiety.

For the statistical analysis, data from males and females as well as the two wild type genotypes NestinCre\(^{-/-}\) TRIM28\(^{fl/wt}\) and NestinCre\(^{-/-}\) TRIM28\(^{fl/fl}\) were pooled since we never found behavioral differences when comparing these groups.
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INTRODUCTION

The mammalian brain is an extremely complex organ harboring more than a thousand different types of neurons that serve a wide variety of functions. How this complexity is achieved remains largely unknown. However, epigenetic mechanisms such as DNA methylation, histone modification, and noncoding RNAs are thought to be important in establishing a high diversity of gene expression from the same template, leading to a spatial pattern of transcription. How distinct transcriptional programs play important roles in the host organisms, for instance, by influencing gene regulatory networks (Kunarso et al., 2010; Feschotte, 2008), but ERVs have also been linked to diseases. In humans, aberrant expression of ERVs has been found in both cancer and brain disorders, although causality remains to be established (Jern and Coffin, 2008; Douville et al., 2011). Thus, ERVs may contribute both beneficial and detrimental effects, which have been balanced throughout evolution, to the host organism.

ERVs are silenced during the first few days of embryogenesis by TRIM28 (tripartite motif-containing protein 28, also known as KAP1 or TIF1beta), a transcriptional corepressor essential for early mouse development (Cammas et al., 2000; Rowe et al., 2010). During the extensive genome reprogramming that takes place at this period, TRIM28 is recruited to ERVs via sequence-specific Krüppel-associated box zinc-finger proteins (KRAB-ZFPs), a family of transcription factors that has undergone a rapid expansion in mammalian genomes in parallel with the expansion of ERVs (Wolf and Goff, 2009; Thomas and Schneider, 2011). TRIM28 then induces repressive histone modifications by recruiting multiprotein complexes including the H3K9 methyltransferase SEDTB1 (also known as ESET), the histone deacetylase-containing NuRD complex, and heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) (Schultz et al., 2002; Sripathy et al.,

SUMMARY

TRIM28 is a corepressor that mediates transcriptional silencing by establishing local heterochromatin. Here, we show that deletion of TRIM28 in neural progenitor cells (NPCs) results in high-level expression of two groups of endogenous retroviruses (ERVs): IAP1 and MMERVK10C. We find that NPCs use TRIM28-mediated histone modifications to dynamically regulate transcription and silencing of ERVs, which is in contrast to other somatic cell types using DNA methylation. We also show that derepression of ERVs influences transcriptional dynamics in NPCs through the activation of nearby genes and the expression of long noncoding RNAs. These findings demonstrate a unique dynamic transcriptional regulation of ERVs in NPCs. Our results warrant future studies on the role of ERVs in the healthy and diseased brain.
RESULTS

TRIM28-Deficient NPCs Express High Levels of ERVs
To investigate if TRIM28 contributes to ERV silencing in NPCs we established Trim28-deficient NPC cultures. We crossed transgenic NestinCre mice (Tronche et al., 1999) with mice carrying floxed Trim28-alleles (Trim28fl/fl; Weber et al., 2002), resulting in excision of Trim28 in neural progenitors at the time when Nestin-expression is initiated, starting around embryonic day 10 (E10). At E13.5, we collected embryos, dissected the forebrain, and established NPC cultures from individual embryos (Figures 1A and 1B). We confirmed the deletion of Trim28 by genotyping for the excised allele and by verifying the absence of Trim28 protein (Figures 1C and 1D). We collected RNA from Trim28−/− NPCs and wild-type controls and performed RNA extraction followed by deep sequencing (RNA-seq). The resulting reads were mapped against reference sequences from Repbase, a database containing consensus sequences for known repetitive elements (Jurka et al., 2005). We found that several ERVs were highly upregulated in Trim28−/− NPCs, including, e.g., Mus musculus ERV using tRNA^Glu^ type 10C (MMERVK10C) and intracisternal A-particles class 1 (IAP1) (Figure 1E; Tables S1 and S2). Other retroelements such as MusD and LINE-1 were modestly upregulated, whereas several other types of common repetitive elements were unaffected (Figure 1E; Tables S1 and S2).

We confirmed increased transcription of MMERVK10C and IAP1 elements using quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) (Figure 1F). In contrast, when we used primer pairs designed to recognize the consensus sequence of the entire IAP-family, including more ancient IAP elements, we detected only a modest upregulation (Figure 1F). This finding is in line with the results of the RNA-seq, which indicated that only certain types of IAP elements were upregulated in Trim28−/− NPCs. Also in agreement with the RNA-seq, qRT-PCR analyses indicated that deletion of Trim28 in NPCs only modestly increased the expression of other retroelements such as LINE-1 or MusD (Figure 1F). We confirmed these results in cultures derived from two separate embryos (data not shown).

Trim28−/− NPCs proliferated at a similar rate compared to cells generated from wild-type and heterozygous siblings and could be expanded for more than 60 passages. However, we observed that Trim28−/− NPCs were growing in dense cluster-like formations, which seemed to attach less to the flask surface compared to the wild-type control. Trim28−/− NPCs could also be differentiated to both neurons and astrocytes suggesting that TRIM28 has no major influence on the self-renewal and differentiation of NPCs (Figures 1G and 1H).

MMERVK10C Elements Are Controlled by TRIM28
The RNA-seq analysis indicated that MMERVK10C elements were among the most upregulated ERVs following Trim28-deletion in NPCs. MMERVK10C is a beta-like ERV similar to HERVK (HML2), one of the most recent ERVs to invade the human genome (Reichmann et al., 2012) (Belshaw et al., 2005). MMERVK10C sequences flanked by RLTR10C make up putative proviral sequences of around 8.4 kb. In the mouse genome, MMERVK10C is present in a few complete provirus loci (~20) and more than 1,000 incomplete loci (Reichmann et al., 2012). We performed sequence analysis of the MMERVK10C provirus for the presence of retroviral features using the RetroTector software (Sperber et al., 2007). Based on this analysis, we designed primers recognizing the LTRs, gag, pol, and env of the MMERVK10C provirus and investigated expression levels in Trim28−/− NPCs (schemas in Figure 2A). We found that transcripts over the entire region of the provirus were increased, including a massive expression of env sequences when compared to wild-type controls (170-fold: Figure 2B).

Ascertaining that the ERV induction observed in NPCs isolated from Trim28−/− animals was not secondary to more general developmental anomalies, knocking down TRIM28 in wild-type NPCs by lentivector-mediated RNA interference led to a marked upregulation of these retroelements (Figure 2C). Furthermore, increased ERV expression was detected in forebrain tissue from Trim28−/− embryos (Figure 2D).

In ESCs, TRIM28 controls ERV expression via histone modifications including H3K9 trimethylation (Rowe et al., 2010), whereas it is DNA methylation that instead prevails in somatic...
tissues. In NPCs, we found that the MMERVK10C provirus was enriched in H3K9me3, and that this repressive mark was markedly reduced in Trim28−/− NPCs (Figure 2E).

Because MMERVK10C appeared to be under TRIM28 control in NPCs, we hypothesized that at least a proportion of these retroelements escaped DNA methylation in these cells. To probe this issue, we examined the DNA methylation status of full-length MMERVK10C, which were among the most highly upregulated retroelements in Trim28−/− NPCs. Bisulfite sequencing of a CpG-island located in the 3' region of MMERVK10C revealed several clones with some unmethylated CpGs (17% unmethylated CpGs, Figure 2F) in NPCs, whereas this region was almost fully methylated in DNA extracted from mouse tail (7% unmethylated CpGs, Figure 2F, Fisher’s exact test one-sided p < 0.05). Moreover, we found no difference in the level of CpG methylation between wild-type and Trim28−/− NPCs. In summary, these data suggest that a proportion of the MMERVK10C elements are spared from undergoing DNA methylation specifically in NPCs during early development.

Increased Expression of IAP1 Results in ERV-Derived Protein Expression

IAP1 elements, which lose H3K9me3 marks and were also highly upregulated in Trim28−/− NPCs (Figures 3A and 3B), are
internalized env-lacking mouse ERVs that demonstrate a large degree of polymorphism among different mouse strains and maintain the capacity to retrotranspose. Using immunocytochemistry with an IAP-specific antibody, we found a uniform, high-level IAP-gag expression located to the cytoplasm in Trim28\(^{-/-}\) NPCs (Figure 3C).

Taken together, these data demonstrate that deletion of TRIM28 in NPCs results in a massive transcriptional increase of ERVs, including MMERVK10C and IAP1. NPCs thus appear to constitute a cellular environment distinct from that of other somatic cells studied so far, with the TRIM28-induced histone-based repressive mechanism playing a role in ERV control.

**Activation of ERVs Correlates with Increased Transcription of Nearby Genes**

The ability of ERVs to attract transcription factors and silencing complexes has led to a reassessment of their role in the host genome. ERVs are now considered to be important transcriptional regulatory elements that shape and influence gene expression during early development (Isbel and Whitelaw, 2012).

For example, we have recently found that TRIM28 controls the expression of developmental genes by repressing ERV-associated enhancers in pluripotent cells (Rowe et al., 2013). Twenty-six MMERVK10C proviruses and 361 IAP proviruses that were upregulated in Trim28\(^{-/-}\) NPCs were mapped to precise genomic locations (Figure S1). Out of these 387 proviruses, 90 were situated close to genes (<50 kb). We found that 25 of those genes (28%) demonstrated significantly increased expression, whereas expression of only six of them was decreased (7%) (Figure 4A). We also found that those 90 genes located close to upregulated ERVs (ERV-up genes) were on average 3-fold upregulated in Trim28\(^{-/-}\) cells (Figure 4B). In contrast, a random selection of ERVs that was not upregulated in Trim28\(^{-/-}\) cells (n = 129, MMERVK10C and IAP1 elements) did not affect nearby genes (ERV-ctrl genes, n = 50, Figure 4B). Interestingly, we also found that ERV-up genes were expressed at low levels in wild-type cells (Figure 4C), which is in agreement with a model where ERVs mediate repressive regulation of nearby genes caused by the attraction of the TRIM28 silencing complex to ERV sequences. We validated the increased expression of five ERV-up genes in Trim28\(^{-/-}\) cells using qRT-PCR (Figure 4D).

**ERVs Produce Long Noncoding RNAs**

We looked in detail at BC048671, which is a protein-coding transcript that is induced in Trim28\(^{-/-}\) NPCs but completely absent in wild-type NPCs. BC048671 is located 5 kb downstream of an IAP element, which is also highly upregulated in Trim28\(^{-/-}\) NPCs. The RNA-seq data show that transcriptional initiation at the IAP element results in the formation of a long transcript (>10 kb) that extends into the coding sequence of BC048671 (Figure 4E). The presence of high levels of this long transcript was verified using qRT-PCR primers located both upstream and within the coding sequence of BC048671 (Figure 4F). Thus, readthrough of an ERV-derived transcript into another locus is likely to be one of several mechanisms by which nearby gene expression can be affected (see also Figure S2). This finding supports the notion that a general feature of ERVs might
be to act as transcriptional start sites for long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs). Indeed, when we scrutinized ERV elements located in gene free regions, we found that both IAP and MMERVK10C elements serve as start sites for lncRNAs (Figures 4G and 4I). Using qRT-PCR, we confirmed high-level expression of two ERV-derived IncRNAs in Trim28−/− NPCs (Figures 4H and 4J). The length of the ERV-derived IncRNAs did in many cases extend 25 kb (Figure 4K). These data demonstrate that derepression of ERVs in NPCs can result in the expression of multiple IncRNAs. The functional role of IncRNAs in NPCs remains largely unexplored, but they are thought to play important regulatory roles and have been implicated as scaffolds for nuclear protein complexes and as antisense transcripts in the control of epigenetic pathways (Guttman and Rinn, 2012).

**DISCUSSION**

In pluripotent stem cells, TRIM28 is a master corepressor of retroelements including ERVs (Matsui et al., 2010; Rowe et al., 2010). When these cells differentiate into various somatic cell types, DNA methylation is instated on ERV sequences, which ultimately results in stable silencing that is no longer dependent on TRIM28 (Wiznerowicz et al., 2007; Rowe et al., 2013). Thus, when TRIM28 is deleted from various somatic cell types such as fibroblasts, hepatocytes, and white blood cells, no increased ERV expression is detected (Rowe et al., 2010; Bojkowska et al., 2012; Santoni de Sio et al., 2012a, 2012b). Here, we describe an exception to this rule. When TRIM28 is deleted in NPCs, several ERVs become highly expressed. This finding unravels a unique transcriptional regulation of ERVs in NPCs.

ERVs regulated by TRIM28 in NPCs are recent invaders of the mouse genome. IAP1 is the most recent member of the well-studied IAP ERVs (Qin et al., 2010). IAPs are ERVs that have lost the env gene and adopted an intracellular life cycle (Ribet et al., 2008). IAP1 has been shown to retrotranspose and has distinct integration patterns in different strains of laboratory mice (Li et al., 2012). MMERVK10C, another ERV massively upregulated in Trim28−/− NPCs, is poorly characterized, and it is unclear if it is still endowed with retrotransposition potential, whether on its own or with the support of factors provided in trans. A previous study that analyzed the structure of MMERVK10C elements in the mouse genome found that the majority of these elements have 3′ deletions removing the start of the gag open reading frame as well as the major part of env (Reichmann et al., 2012). Our data demonstrate that, in NPCs, TRIM28 controls the rare copies of env-containing MMERVK10C elements, which are most likely to be the youngest ones, raising the possibility that these recent invaders of the mouse genome contain cis-acting genomic elements that allow them to escape DNA methylation in NPCs.

The classic view of repetitive mobile genetic elements as parasitic DNA without beneficial function to the host is challenged in many ways. There are a number of recent studies indicating that transposable elements (TEs) play important roles in establishing and rewiring gene networks (Kunarsko et al., 2010; Chuong et al., 2013). TEs have been shown to act as enhancers, repressors, and alternative promoters. In addition, TEs can affect splicing patterns and produce peptides with important functional roles (Jern and Coffin, 2008). In this study, we demonstrate that activated ERVs can influence gene expression of nearby genes, such as BCO48671, and serve as start sites for IncRNAs. Taken together, our findings indicate that ERVs participate in the control of gene networks in the brain.

We have previously demonstrated that deletion of Trim28 in postmitotic forebrain neurons results in complex behavioral changes (Jakobsson et al., 2009). In addition, heterozygous germline deletion of Trim28 has been described to result in abnormal behavioral phenotypes (Whitelaw et al., 2010). In this study, we found that deletion of Trim28 during brain development is lethal (Figure S3). In addition, we also noted that heterozygous deletion of Trim28 during brain development resulted in behavioral changes characterized by hyperactivity (Figure S3). Together, these findings demonstrate that disruption of TRIM28 levels in the mouse brain results in behavioral changes that are similar to impairments found in humans with certain psychiatric disorders. With this in mind, it is noteworthy that increased levels of ERV transcripts have been detected in patients with several neurological and psychiatric disorders (Jeong et al., 2010; Douville et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012; Karlsson et al., 2001). The significance of these findings has been questioned because the human genome does not appear to harbor ERVs with known retrotransposing capacity (Jern and Coffin, 2009). However, the increasing evidence that derepression of
Figure 4. Activation of ERVs Influences Expression of Nearby Genes and Results in the Expression of lncRNAs

(A) Transcriptional change of genes located close (<50 kb) to ERVs in Trim28−/− NPCs.

(B) Mean transcriptional change of genes located to ERVs with increased transcription (ERV-up genes) and genes located close to unchanged ERVs (ERV-ctrl genes) in Trim28−/− NPCs.

(C) Absolute expression level of ERV-up genes and ERV-ctrl genes in wild-type NPCs.

(D) qRT-PCR of RNA isolated from wild-type and Trim28−/− NPCs.

(E) Screen shot from the USCS genome browser (mm9) showing induced transcription of BC048671 in Trim28−/− NPCs.

(G, I, and K) Activation of ERVs results in the expression of lncRNAs. Screen shot from the USCS genome browser (mm9).

(F, H, and J) qRT-PCR of RNA isolated from wild-type and Trim28−/− NPCs. Primers are indicated as green bars and include primers over the ERV junction as well as close and more distant from the 3' end of the ERVs. Data are presented as mean of relative values ± SEM. *p < 0.05, Student's t test. See also Figures S1 and S2.
ERVs influence gene networks, including the findings presented here, provides a potential mechanistic explanation for these observations.

In summary, our data suggest that ERVs may be involved in the regulation of gene expression in NPCs and may hereby offer a link between ERVs and brain disorders. It seems unlikely that behavioral phenotypes would arise from the derepression of a single ERV-induced gene. Instead, the presence of ERVs in multiple copies scattered throughout the genome allows for a powerful network-like control of gene expression, where dysregulation could result in widespread consequences. However, due to the large numbers of ERVs present in the mouse and human genome and their sequence variation, it is currently unfeasible to demonstrate a causal role for ERVs in controlling complex behavior or brain disorders using loss-of-function approaches, such as gene targeting and small hairpin RNA (shRNA) knockdown. Instead, improving our knowledge of critical host factors and networks controlling ERVs is essential to appreciate their impact on the genome and pathologies that may stem from their dysregulation. The demonstration that there is an ongoing dynamic TRIM28-mediated regulation of ERVs in NPCs is a step in this direction and warrants future studies of epigenetic and posttranscriptional regulation of ERVs in the healthy and diseased brain.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Detailed experimental procedures can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Procedures

Transgenic Animals

All animal-related procedures were approved by and conducted in accordance with the committee for use of laboratory animals at Lund University. NestinCre and floxed Trim28 mice have been described previously (Weber et al., 2002; Tronche et al., 1999).

Cell Culture

NPC was established from embryonic day 13.5 (E13.5) forebrain and cultured as previously described (Conti et al., 2005).

Immunofluorescence

Immunofluorescence was performed as previously described (Thompson et al., 2005; Sachdeva et al., 2010).

RNA Studies

RNA-seq and qRT-PCR was performed as previously described (Rowe et al., 2012). The 50-base-paired end reads were mapped onto the RepBase version 16.08 (Jurka et al., 2000) and to the mouse genome (mm9) assembly. Mapping was done using the bowtie short read aligner (Langmead et al., 2009).

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation

Chromatin immunoprecipitation was performed with iDeal chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) kit (Diagenode) according to supplier’s recommendations.

DNA-Methylation Analysis

Bisulfite sequencing was performed with the EpiTect bisulfite kit (QIAGEN) according to the supplier’s recommendations. Sequence data were analyzed with the QUantification tool for Methylation Analysis (Kumaki et al., 2008).

Statistical Analysis

An unpaired t test was performed in order to test for statistical significance. Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

ACCESSION NUMBERS

The RNA-seq data were deposited in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus and are available under accession number GSE455930.
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TRIM28 is critical for the silencing of endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) in embryonic stem (ES) cells. Here, we reveal that an essential impact of this process is the protection of cellular gene expression in early embryos from perturbation by cis-acting activators contained within these retroelements. In TRIM28-depleted ES cells, repressive chromatin marks at ERVs are replaced by histone modifications typical of active enhancers, stimulating transcription of nearby cellular genes, notably those harboring bivalent promoters. Correspondingly, ERV-derived sequences can repress or enhance expression from an adjacent promoter in transgenic embryos depending on their TRIM28 sensitivity in ES cells. TRIM28-mediated control of ERVs is therefore crucial not just to prevent retrotransposition, but more broadly to safeguard the transcriptional dynamics of early embryos.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
prevent retrotransposition, but more broadly to safeguard the timely activation of genes during early development.

Results

Transcriptional deregulation in Trim28 knock-out ES cells

Using a previously described tamoxifen-inducible Cre/lox system (Rowe et al. 2010), we first compared mRNA-sequencing (mRNA-seq) data from control and Trim28-deleted murine ES cells (Fig. 1A,B). Transcripts from ~20,000 genes were detected in control cells. Four days after Cre induction, based on a twofold cutoff and a significant difference of \( P \leq 0.05 \), around 5700 of them were up-regulated (29%), including 1850 transcripts that were more than fivefold up-regulated, while around 720 were down-regulated (4%) and 13,600 unchanged (67%). From now on, we refer to these gene groups as “Up,” “Down,” and “Stable,” respectively. In contrast, in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), transcriptional deregulation was only modest upon Trim28 deletion (Fig. 1A). This correlates the difference between the dramatic phenotype of Trim28-deleted ES cells, which die or differentiate after a few days and overexpress ERVs, and MEFs, which can be stably maintained and do not up-regulate ERVs (Rowe et al. 2010). Of note, genes affected by Trim28 deletion (both Up and Down) in ES cells were lowly expressed at baseline compared with genes unaffected by removal of this regulator (according to a Wilcoxon rank-sum test that was used to calculate significance here and for all boxplots) (Supplemental Fig. S1A). We decided to focus on up-regulated genes since they represented the larger category and Gene Ontology analysis indicated these genes to be involved in developmental pathways (see Supplemental Fig. S1B; Supplemental Table 1), including through expression at the embryonic two-cell stage as recently described (Macfarlan et al. 2012).

Chromatin state at genes affected by Trim28 deletion

Surprisingly, confrontation of these results with Trim28 ChiP-seq data performed in the same cells revealed that <1% of up-regulated gene promoters were direct targets of Trim28 (Supplemental Table 2). This suggested that Up genes could be indirectly affected by Trim28 deletion and/or were normally subjected to Trim28-controlled nearby cis-acting influences. We thus compared the chromatin status of Up, Down, and Stable genes more broadly using available ChiP-seq data (Mikkelsen et al. 2007). We focused on H3K4me3, a Trithorax group– or TrxG-deposited mark typically associated with active transcription, H3K9me3, frequently a signature of TRIM28/SETDB1 recruitment (Matsumi et al. 2010; Rowe et al. 2010), and H3K27me3, another repressive histone modification induced by the Polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) (Bernstein et al. 2006; Gan et al. 2007; Guenther and Young 2010). As previously observed (Mikkelsen et al. 2007), H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 were significantly enriched at gene promoters, while H3K9me3 was generally depleted from these functional domains (Supplemental Fig. S1C). Genes deregulated upon Trim28 depletion, whether up or down, were significantly closer to H3K9me3-enriched regions than

---

**Figure 1.** Trim28 deletion in ES cells leads to up-regulation of genes close to ERVs, including many bivalent genes. (A) mRNA-seq in Trim28 wild-type (WT) and knock-out (KO) embryonic stem (ES) cells (left panel) or Trim28 WT and KO MEFs (right panel). Transcripts (assembly mm9) are plotted in black with the ratio on the y-axis and expression level on the x-axis. (Sqrt) Square root. (Horizontal lines) Levels of gene deregulation (e.g., only 1% of genes lie above the 99% line). The genes Zfp575, Prnp, and Serrin3 (referred to later) are highlighted, as well as Trim28. (B) Data from ES cells in A were used to group transcripts depending on whether they were greater than twofold up-regulated (Up), greater than twofold down-regulated (Down), or less than twofold affected (Stable). Up and Down genes were significantly changed based on a DESeq test (Anders and Huber 2010) (adjusted \( P \)-values \( < 0.05 \)). (C) The distance to the nearest peak (of either H3K9me3 on the left panel, 19,128 peaks, or dual H3K27me3, H3K4me3 peaks on the right panel, 12,390 peaks) from Up, Down, and Stable gene groups. (Left \( P \) values) Up versus Down, not significant (NS), \( P = 0.48 \); Up versus Stable, \( P = 7.7 \times 10^{-12} \); Down versus Stable, \( P = 0.0010 \). (Right \( P \) values) Up versus Down, \( P = 9.9 \times 10^{-12} \); Up versus Stable, \( P = 2.2 \times 10^{-12} \); Down versus Stabe, \( P = 4.1 \times 10^{-12} \). (D) Bivalent genes (as defined above by the presence of dual H3K27me3, H3K4me3 peaks) are enriched for up-regulated genes compared with all genes. (E) ERV locations (\( N = 82,382 \)) were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser to include the categories ERV, ERV1, ERVK, and ERVL as defined by Repbase with a size cutoff of 500-bp minimum and used to plot the distance to the nearest ERV from Up, Down, and Stable gene groups (left). A Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon test was used to calculate significance: Up genes were significantly closer than the other two gene groups; \( **P \leq 0.01 \). (Right) All genes were divided into groups based on their distance to the nearest ERV and their ratio between Trim28 WT and KO ES cells plotted on the y-axis, \( P \)-values. The groups 10–20 versus 20–40 and 20–40 versus 40–100 are different; \( P = 0.0048 \) and \( P = 0.01 \), respectively. (F) Model showing that Up genes are close to H3K9me3 marks and ERVs and are often bivalent.
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unaffected genes (Fig. 1C, left). More revealingly, Up genes almost completely coincided with H3K27me3 peaks (Supplemental Fig. S1D). In ES cells, the H3K27me3 repressive mark is found together with its activating counterpart H3K4me1 at so-called bivalent promoters, which are rapidly induced upon differentiation (Bernstein et al. 2006). We thus compared the relative distribution of these two marks over the three gene groups. Genes unaffected by TRIM28 removal were the closest to H3K4me3-alone peaks and the farthest away from H3K27me3-alone peaks (Supplemental Fig. S1E), consistent with their average higher levels of expression than Up or Down genes. In contrast and most strikingly, Up genes almost completely overlapped bivalent H3K4me3/H3K27me3 peaks (Fig. 1C, right), indicating that the promoters of many of the genes induced upon Trim28 deletion are poised for transcription. Reciprocally, up-regulated genes (2444) were enriched among bivalent genes (4999) (Mikkelsen et al. 2007), compared with all genes (Fig. 1D, Fisher’s exact test: P-value ≤ 1 × 10^{-16}).

**Genes up-regulated upon Trim28 deletion are located close to ERVs**

Since few gene promoters were direct targets of TRIM28 (see above), we hypothesized that up-regulation of many genes could reflect the deregulation of TRIM28-controlled cis-acting elements situated in their nearby vicinity. In that respect, TRIM28, together with H3K9me3, is found enriched in ERV sequences in ES cells but not MEFs (Matsui et al. 2010; Rowe et al. 2010). Because ERVs are known to contain transcription-regulating sequences, we asked whether they were spatially associated with genes induced upon Trim28 deletion. Indeed, matching the genomic locations of ERVs (82,382 sites) with the three gene groups differentially affected by TRIM28 removal revealed that Up genes were on average significantly closer to these elements than Down or Stable genes (Fig. 1E, left). We also verified that it is not the case that all bivalent genes are enriched in ERVs but rather that bivalent Up genes (2444) are on average closer to ERVs than bivalent stable genes (2314, P = 0.001470) (Supplemental Fig. S2A). Interestingly, Up genes also clustered with long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) but lay further from short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) than Down and Stable genes (Supplemental Fig. S2B–D), consistent with the previous observation that LINEs but not SINEs are modestly up-regulated in Trim28-deleted ES cells (Rowe et al. 2010). Reciprocally, the closer genes were to an ERV or particularly to an ERV of the subclass IAPs, the higher their average up-regulation upon TRIM28 removal, with genes also affected (although to a lesser extent) at distances of 100 kb (Fig. 1E, right; data not shown). Of note, this phenomenon of nearby cis-acting regulation is consistent with the previously documented modulation of the Agouti gene by an IAP located some 100 kb away, leading to variable coat colors in mice (Duhl et al. 1994; Michaud et al. 1994). In sum, these data indicate that many Up genes harbor bivalent promoters and lie close to H3K9me3 and ERVs (Fig. 1F).

**Trim28 deletion triggers a switch from repressive to active chromatin marks at ERVs**

Mapping the genomic location of specific TRIM28-regulated ERVs based on a TRIM28 ChIP-seq analysis is problematic because of the sharpness of the corresponding peaks, which only rarely extend beyond the borders of these multicopy elements. We thus turned to a comparison of H3K9me3 peaks in wild-type and Trim28-deleted ES cells, since this histone modification can spread a few kilobases into the junction of ERV proviruses with their flanking regions (Karimi et al. 2011; Rebollo et al. 2011). We found around 19,000 H3K9me3 peaks, that is, about half of those detected in control ES cells, to be TRIM28 dependent as indicated by their absence in knock-out cells (Fig. 2A, left). In agreement with their noted proximity to ERVs (see Fig. 1E), Up genes lay closer to Trim28-dependent H3K9me3 peaks than Down and Stable genes (Fig. 2A, right). Likewise, in an element-centric analysis, we used the Trim28-dependent H3K9me3 peaks to determine the nearest gene, generating a list significantly enriched for up-regulated genes (giving 2220 Up genes, Fisher’s exact test, P ≤ 2.2 × 10^{-16}) (Supplemental Fig. S3A; Supplemental Table 3), in line with the genomic analysis above. Of note, upon further examination of the high number of H3K9me3 peaks “newly present” in Trim28 knockout cells, we found them to be in the same locations as the WT peaks but just slightly displaced and smaller in height and diameter rather than representing new peaks (Fig. 2A). These peaks thus most likely represent remnants of Trim28-specific peaks, which is not surprising considering that our analyses...
were performed only 4 d after inducing Trim28 excision to avoid lethality.

Interestingly, we observed that the TRIM28-dependent H3K9me3 peaks not only correlated with repressive histone marks, TRIM28, SETDB1 peaks (the latter data set obtained from Bilodeau et al. 2009), and with ERVs, but anti-correlated with H3K4me1 and H3K27ac, marks typically found together on active enhancers (Creyghton et al. 2010; Rada-Iglesias et al. 2010; Shen et al. 2012), while displaying no particular association with H3K4me3 or H3K27me3 (Fig. 2B; data not shown). In line with this, Up genes themselves also lay far from enhancer marks (Supplemental Fig. S3B). We therefore hypothesized that ERVs may gain these marks upon Trim28 deletion, thereby enhancing expression of neighboring genes. To test this idea, we focused on IAPs since we identified a motif highly represented in our H3K9me3 ChIP-seq peaks (in 64% of peaks) normally present in IAP consensus sequences (Supplemental Fig. S3C, D). Supporting this model, ChIP-qPCR with primers designed to amplify the majority of IAPs revealed that, indeed, in Trim28 knock-out ES cells, these elements not only lost TRIM28, SETDB1, and the repressive marks H3K9me3 and H4K20me3, but also gained active marks, including H3K27ac and H3K4me1 (Fig. 2C). This observation fits with the recent detection of H3K9me3 at poised enhancers (Zentner et al. 2011), and indicates that loss of this mark upon TRIM28 depletion may be sufficient to activate such regulatory elements, notably those located within IAPs and likely other ERVs. The derepression of cryptic enhancers within ERVs thus appears to be one prominent mechanism in the transcriptional deregulation triggered by Trim28 deletion in ES cells.

Activation of specific ERV-based enhancers upon loss of TRIM28 leads to activation of nearby genes

To explore the molecular mechanism of this process further, we examined transcription and chromatin state at specific ERV–Up gene pairs. We first focused on an element that was 90% identical to IAP sequences previously found to be TRIM28 regulated (Rowe et al. 2010) and named this ERV IAP575 because of its position 3’ to the bivalent gene Zfp575 (Mikkelsen et al. 2007; Bilodeau et al. 2009) in the sense orientation (Fig. 3A). Zfp575 was markedly up-regulated in TRIM28-depleted ES cells but not MEFs, consistent with our mRNA-seq data, paralleling the modulation of IAPs in these targets (Figs. 3B, 1A). Similar to its Pou5f1 counterpart, the Zfp575 promoter was unmethylated in ES cells. In contrast, the IAP575 LTR displayed high rates of CpG methylation, as did the IAP family as a whole, and to a lesser extent LINEs (Fig. 3C, left). The failure of DNA methylation to extend from the IAP575 LTR to the promoter of the adjacent Zfp575 gene fits with recent observations that (1) DNA methylation only spreads a few kilobases from TRIM28 binding sites (Quenneville et al. 2012; Rowe et al. 2013), and (2) ERV methylation rarely affects flanking regions (Rebollo et al. 2011). Interestingly, while methylation of the IAP575 LTR was unaltered by Trim28 deletion in MEFs, it significantly decreased in their ES cell counterparts, albeit not as dramatically as in ES cells deleted for Ehmt2 (G9a), a histone methyltransferase involved in the maintenance of DNA methylation (Fig. 3C, right; Dong et al. 2008; Tachibana et al. 2008). Perhaps explaining this latter difference, TRIM28 loss is lethal after a few days in ES cells (Rowe et al. 2010), while Ehmt2-deleted cells can be stably maintained for many passages, allowing for extensive loss of cytosine methylation through multiple rounds of DNA replication. However, since this only modest decrease in DNA methylation was observed in parallel to the striking up-regulation of genes, it is possible that it contributes to this phenotype.

We then mapped histone marks across the Zfp575/IAP575 locus (Fig. 4). TRIM28, SETDB1, H3K9me3, and H4K20me3 were
markedly enriched at IAP575, yet did not spread back to the zfp575 promoter. Upon Trim28 deletion, these repressive histone modifications collectively decreased, to be replaced by the active marks H3K4me1, H3K27ac, and H3Ac over the whole locus, albeit in the most pronounced fashion over its IAP575 part (Fig. 4B–D). We then further validated the up-regulation of several other ERV-Up gene
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**Figure 4.** Zfp575 is regulated by a gain of active chromatin marks at its adjacent IAP575. (A) Map of Zfp575 and its adjacent IAP575 (for details, see Fig. 3A) with an enlargement shown underneath to show where primer pairs for ChIP are located. (B) ChIP results of repressive marks. (IP/TI) Immunoprecipitate values were normalized to their respective total inputs and to Gapdh. Bars represent the mean and SD of three to four ChIPs per antibody, and experiments were also reproduced in another ES cell line (Rex1) (data not shown). In each experiment, controls of no antibody were included giving no enrichments. Differences between WT and TRIM28-depleted samples were assessed for each primer set using paired t-tests with all significant differences given; (*) \( P \leq 0.05 \), (**) \( P \leq 0.01 \). (C) ChIPs this time on active marks were performed as described in B with data representing three to four ChIPs per antibody. Additionally, here the Pou5f1 enhancer was used as a positive control (data not shown) showing high enrichment for both H3K4me1 and H3K27ac but not for TRIM28 or H3K9me3. For H3K4me1 and H3K27ac, all significant differences are shown for each primer set, while for H3Ac, WT samples were significantly different from TRIM28-depleted ones, not for individual points but over all primer sets; (*** \( P \leq 0.001 \). (D) ChIP-seq maps of H3K9me3 and H3K27ac in TRIM28 WT and depleted ES cells (set to the same vertical scale) at the Zfp575-IAP575 locus. Note that reads within ERVs, especially conserved ones (in black), are usually missing due to the inability to map reads within highly repeated sequences. However, reads are present at the borders of these elements.
pairs and verified that at these loci, Trim28-dependent H3K9me3 is substituted by the active mark H3K27ac, as documented by ChIP-seq (Supplemental Figs. S4–S6), in support of our model.

**ERV sequences that escape Trim28-mediated repression can act as activators during embryogenesis**

These results indicate that some ERVs carry intrinsic enhancer sequences that are silenced at the ES cell stage via Trim28-induced repression. To probe this model further, we tested previously identified Trim28-sensitive and Trim28-resistant IAP sequences (Rowe et al. 2010) for their ability to modulate a nearby cellular promoter during embryonic development. To this end, we placed these elements in the antisense direction upstream of a phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) promoter because at baseline this promoter drives only weak expression of GFP in embryos. We then used these lentiviral vectors for transgenesis via transduction of fertilized murine oocytes. Examination of the resulting embryos at E13 revealed that, while a Trim28-sensitive IAP-derived sequence (IAP1, ~87% identical) (see Rowe et al. 2010), in contrast, enhanced GFP expression (Fig. 5). Thus, Trim28 susceptibility can condition the cis-acting transcriptional impact of specific ERV sequences in vivo during embryonic development.

**Figure 5.** ERV sequences that escape Trim28-mediated repression can act as activators during embryogenesis. Lentiviral transgenesis was performed with an empty PGK-GFP vector (PGK-GFP control, upper panels), or with the same vector including either an IAP4 (Trim28-sensitive IAP-PGK-GFP, middle panels) or an IAP1 (Trim28-resistant IAP-PGK-GFP, lower panels) sequence cloned antisense upstream of the PGK promoter. At E13, embryos were scored for GFP expression and vector copy numbers. For the PGK-GFP control, 13/29 embryos were green. For the Trim28-sensitive IAP-PGK-GFP, 4/19 embryos were green (all with copy numbers above 16), and 4/19 pale green (including numbers 3 and 4 in this figure). For the Trim28-resistant IAP-PGK-GFP, 12/17 embryos were green (including one with a copy number above 10), and 2/17 pale green (with copy numbers of 0.95 and 0.89). Embryos with similar copy numbers per vector group are shown in each column with increasing copy numbers by row. Vectors were injected twice with similar results. In one experiment, MEFs were derived from embryos to verify that microscopy differences were reproduced by flow cytometry (data not shown).

**Discussion**

The present work unveils a fundamental aspect of transcriptional regulation during the early embryogenesis of higher vertebrates. At the heart of this system lies, on one side, retroelements that have colonized eukaryotic genomes from the earliest times, and on the other side, the tetrapod-specific KRAB-ZFP gene family (Urrutia 2003; Huntley et al. 2006; Emerson and Thomas 2009; Wolf and Goff 2009; Thomas and Schneider 2011), which acts as the targeting machinery for Trim28. We previously demonstrated that Trim28 is responsible for the silencing of ERVs in ES cells and early embryos (Rowe et al. 2010). Here, we reveal that an important role of this process is to protect the transcriptional dynamics of early embryos from perturbation by cis-acting activators contained in these mobile elements.

For this, we deleted Trim28 in ES cells and monitored chromatin signatures at deregulated genes and ERVs. We found that half of the ~5700 transcriptional units up-regulated upon Trim28 deletion in ES cells bore, at baseline, the bivalent histone marks H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 characteristic of genes poised for transcription (Bernstein et al. 2006). Moreover, we noted that, remarkably, these genes were on average located closer to ERVs than genes down-regulated or unaffected following Trim28 removal. We then further observed that, while in wild-type ES cells, ERVs bound Trim28 and SETDB1 and accordingly were enriched in H3K9me3 and H4K20me3, they lost these repressive marks upon Trim28 deletion and instead acquired chromatin modifications typically associated with active enhancers such as H3K4me1 and H3K27ac, a phenomenon that was documented both at global IAPs and at the level of specific ERV-up-regulated gene loci. Finally, we could demonstrate that ERV-derived sequences could either repress or activate an adjacent cellular promoter in transgenic mouse embryos, depending on whether they were recognized or not by a Trim28-containing complex in ES cells.

The model emerging from our study (Fig. 6) is one whereby, in ES cells, the recruitment of Trim28 and its partners, including SETDB1, at ERV-contained enhancers leads to the maintenance of H3K9me3, H4K20me3, and DNA methylation, which prevents the untimely activation of nearby genes, in particular, those harboring bivalent promoters. Indeed, DNA methylation is known to anti-correlate with active marks (Okitsu and Hsieh 2007; Ooi et al. 2007; Weber et al. 2007; Stadler et al. 2011), and SETDB1 has previously been shown to maintain H3K9 trimethylation and, secondarily, the Suv420H1/2-mediated mark H4K20me3 at ERVs (Matsui et al. 2010). Inactivation of this machinery leads not only to the loss of silent histone marks and to a mild decrease in cytosine methylation but also to the acquisition of active enhancer marks at these loci, which tilts nearby genes, notably those poised for transcription, toward expression. Noteworthy, the NuRD complex, also recruited by Trim28, is known to mediate deacetylation of H3K27 through its HDAC1 and HDAC2 subunits (Reynolds et al. 2011), which would explain the genome-wide anti-correlation observed between H3K27ac and Trim28 target sites at baseline. Likewise, LSD1, which shares at least some targets with Trim28 and NuRD (Macfarlan et al. 2011, 2012), is able to demethylate and therefore decommission the active mark H3K4me1 (Whyte et al. 2012). Accordingly, disruption of either SETDB1 or LSD1 leads to effects on cellular transcripts (Bilodeau et al. 2009; Yuan et al. 2009; Karimi et al. 2011; Macfarlan et al. 2011, 2012). In the case of SETDB1 deletion, this includes the induction of chimeric transcripts initiating from derepressed ERVs, which we also see evidence for here, since some of the same transcripts are induced (Karimi et al. 2011;
et al. 2010) and titrated on 3T3 fibroblasts.
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Figure 6. Summary model: Substitution of TRIM28-dependent re-
...this study). Here we demonstrate that in the absence of TRIM28, retrotransposon-based enhancers become active.

The heterogeneity of the TRIM28-recruiting ERV loci uncovered here, with sequences intrinsic to IAP, MERVL, and ERVK families, suggests that a large number of different KRAB-ZFPs engage in directing TRIM28 to ERVs in ES cells. Additionally, TRIM28 can also interact with KRAB-O proteins that lack zinc fingers but bridge DNA through other factors such as SRY (Peng et al. 2009).

...ions, where they have become coopted to influence tissue-specific gene regulation (Jakobsson et al. 2008; Bojkowska et al. 2012; Chikuma et al. 2012; Krebs et al. 2012; Santoni de Sio et al. 2012a,b). Whether some ERV-derived enhancers serve as docking sites for this repressor system in these adult tissues warrants exploration. There is evidence that some ERV sequences function as authentic regulators, including enhancers, in certain cells, not only during development but also in adult tissues (Pi et al. 2004; Bourque et al. 2008; Kunarso et al. 2010; Teng et al. 2011; Mey et al. 2012; Schmidt et al. 2012). Our data indicate that these rare coopted elements represent only exceptions within a large group, most members of which are repressed through TRIM28. This may explain why most KRAB-ZFP genes are expressed in both mouse and human ES cells, while at least in this latter species, most if not all endogenous retroviruses have accumulated mutations that would anyway preclude their retrotransposition. The need to preserve the transcription dynamics of ES cells, rather than to protect the genome from further spread of these elements, is likely what constitutes the strongest selective pressure on the KRAB/TRIM28 system in higher species.

Methods

Lentiviral vectors

For in vivo experiments, the transfer vector pRRLSIN.cPPT.PGK-GFP.WPRE (available from Addgene) was used with either IAP1 or IAP4 sequences (Rowe et al. 2010) included upstream of the PGK (phosphoglycerate kinase-1) promoter in the antisense orientation (Rowe et al. 2013). For TRIM28 knockdown experiments, shRNA lentiviral plasmids (against mouse Trim28 or the empty vector control) were ordered from Sigma-Aldrich (pLKO.1-puro). All vectors were produced by transient transfection of 293T cells with the transfer vector, packaging, and VSVG envelope plasmids (Barde et al. 2010) and titrated on 3T3 fibroblasts.

Cell culture

ES cells were cultured in standard conditions as described (Rowe et al. 2013). The ES cell lines used were two Trim28loxP/loxP lines called ES3 and ES6 and their derived Trim28-conditional knock-out cell lines that are transduced with a tamoxifen (4-OHT)-inducible Cre vector (Rowe et al. 2010). For analysis of expression and chromatin marks, knock-out cells were collected 4 d after treatment with 4-OHT (used overnight at 1 μM, Sigma-Aldrich: H7904) due to the lethality of Trim28 knock-out for longer time periods.

**Flow cytometry**

Vector titers and GFP repression were measured by FACS, as well as the differentiation status of ES cells as monitored by staining with an SSEA-1 PE-conjugated antibody or isotype control (BD Pharmingen: 560142 and 555584).

**RNA extraction and quantification**

Total RNA was extracted with TRizol (Invitrogen: 15596-018), purified using a PureLink RNA kit (Ambion: 12183018A), treated with DNase (Ambion: AM1907) and 500 ng reverse-transcribed using random primers and SuperScript II (Invitrogen: 18064-022). Primers (see Supplemental Table 4) were designed for an Applied Biosystems 7900HT machine using Primer Express (Applied Biosystems) and used for SYBR Green qPCR. Primer specificity was confirmed by dissociation curves and samples were normalized to Gapdh, although Actin gave similar results.

**mRNA sequencing**

Total RNA (10 μg) from Trim28 WT and KO ES cells and MEFs was subject to mRNA selection, fragmentation, cDNA synthesis, and library preparation for Illumina high-throughput sequencing, after checking RNA quality on a Bioanalyzer. Single read sequencing was performed on a Genome Analyzer Ix machine with 40 cycles generating ~33 million reads per sample. Additionally, mRNA se-

**Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)**

ES cell samples were washed twice (in PBS + 2% FCS), counted to normalize by cell number, cross-linked (10 min rotation in 1% formaldehyde), quenched with glycine (at 125 mM on ice), washed three times (PBS), and pelleted at 10³ cells per Eppendorf. Pellets were lysed, resuspended in 1 mL of sonication buffer on ice (10 mM Tris at pH 8, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, 0.1% NaODC, 0.25% NLS, and protease inhibitors), transferred to glass 12 × 24-mm tubes (Covaris: S200056), and sonicated (Covaris settings: 20% duty cycle, intensity 5, 200 cyles burst, 30 min).
Sonication was then assessed by reverse cross-linking overnight in the presence of proteinase K and RNase, followed by DNA extraction and quantification on a Bioanalyzer (Agilent 2100 machine). Fragment sizes were equivalent between wild-type and knock-out samples, which were done in parallel (mean fragment sizes of ~200 bp for Experiment 1 and ~400 bp for Experiments 2 and 3). Samples were also checked for the absence of single-stranded DNA by Exonuclease 1 treatment. Immunoprecipitations were performed in duplicates or triplicates with Dynabeads (100.03D) using 1 × 10^6 to 2 × 10^6 cells, 80 μL of pre-blocked beads, and 5 μg of antibody (or no antibody as a control) per sample in IP buffer (167 mM NaCl, 16.7 mM Tris at pH 8.1, 1.2 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, 1.1% Triton X-100, and protease inhibitors) overnight. After washing and reverse cross-linking (also overnight) and DNA extraction, results were quantified by SYBR Green qPCR (for primers, see Supplemental Table 4). The antibodies used were TRIM28 (Tronolab, rabbit polyclonal SY 3267-68, 30–50 μL per sample), H3K9me3 (Abcam: ab8898), SETDB1 (Santa Cruz, 50 μL per sample), H4K20me3 (Millipore: 07-463), H3ac (Millipore: 06-599), H3K27ac (Abcam: ab4729), and H3K4me1 (Abcam: ab8895).

ChIP sequencing
Total input (TI) and corresponding immunoprecipitated (IP) ChIP libraries were prepared using 10 ng of material with gel selection of 200-bp- to 300-bp-sized fragments. Libraries were ligated with Illumina adaptors and paired-end sequenced (or single-end for H3K27ac) on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 machine with 50–100 cycles and two samples multiplexed in one lane, generating ~100 million sequences per sample. TI samples gave background enrichment patterns distinct from IPs.

Quantitative bisulfite pyrosequencing
Genomic DNA was converted (200 ng/sample) and used for PCR and pyrosequencing as previously described (Rowe et al. 2013). We thank A. Reynold (CIG, UNIL, Lausanne) for kind use of the pyrosequencer. Results were analyzed using Pyro Q-CpG Software.

Lentiviral transgenesis
Lentiviral vectors for transgenesis were prepared using Episfer medium (Invitrogen: 10732022), the particle concentration obtained by p24 ELISA (PerkinElmer: NEK050B001KT), and the infectious titer determined on HCT116 cells by GFP flow cytometry. Ratios for the three vectors were between 1/319 and 1/428 of input (in this case, only exact matches were allowed). Enriched regions were defined using the ChIP-Part analysis module from the ChIP-seq analysis suite (http://ccg.vital-it.ch/chipseq/). H3K27ac ChIP-seq data were confirmed to correlate (by 53%) with previous H3K27ac ChIP-seq in ES cells (Creighton et al. 2010) and verified to be normally present at active genes and gained at specific ERV loci (see Supplemental Figs. S5, S6). TRIM28 ChIP-seq peaks were defined using MACS (default threshold P-value < 1 × 10^-5) and normalized to the total input generating 3099 peaks. Direct binding sites to promoters of upregulated genes were identified using a cutoff of ± 2 kb from the TSS giving 49 genes, 13 of which were excluded due to the binding being through an ERV.

Public ChIP-seq data
Raw or already mapped reads were downloaded from publicly available ChIP-seq data [GEO IDs: GSE12241, GSE18371, and GSE24165] and peaks called using MACS. ChIP-correlation analyses were performed with bed files, using the online tool ChIP-Cor (http://cgg.vital-it.ch/chipsq/). H3K27ac ChIP-seq data were confirmed to correlate (by 53%) with previous H3K27ac ChIP-seq in ES cells (Creighton et al. 2010) and verified to be normally present at active genes and gained at specific ERV loci (see Supplemental Figs. S5, S6). TRIM28 ChIP-seq peaks were defined using MACS (default threshold P-value < 1 × 10^-5) and normalized to the total input generating 3099 peaks. Direct binding sites to promoters of upregulated genes were identified using a cutoff of ± 2 kb from the TSS giving 49 genes, 13 of which were excluded due to the binding being through an ERV.

Motif identification
The MotifRegressor and motifsComparator softwares were used to identify DNA sequence binding motifs (Conlon et al. 2003; Carat et al. 2010).

Other statistical analyses
GraphPad Prism version 4.00 (http://www.graphpad.com) was used for other statistical analyses, where control and knock-out groups were compared with paired or unpaired t-tests (as noted) that were one-tailed except where stated as two-tailed.

Data access
All next-generation sequencing data have been submitted to the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) and are accessible with the accession no. GSE14903.
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